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1.0 CONTRACT FULFILLMENT
This final engineering report is subinitted in fulfillment of Jet
Propulsion Laboratory subcontract number 951937 by Kinelogic
Corporation.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This study presents the development of infomnation concerning various
aspects of tape recorder systems. Its purpose is to permit an evaluation
of the specifications for an Iso-Elastic tape recorder which would meet
the requirements of a JPL mission. The desirable characteristics, independ-
ently feasible, are usually mutually exclusive. The problem is to arrive at
a compromise between conflicting ideal requirements to produce a recorder
which will most nearly satisfy all of the basic requirements.
Two approaches were employed in this study. The first was to study the
design, and the resultant functional characteristics of a spectrum of Iso-
Elastic tape recorders. This data would be presented in a series of corre-
J
lation plots. These recorders were designed over a long period of time and
for various types of missions. The plots would be useful only in defining
trend lines or the limiting values that can be obtained with normal design
effort. Naturally, any one characteristic can be emphasized without severe
detriment to other characteristics if a major design effort is undertaken.
It would be expected that the trend line found, or the "normal" range shown
by any one of the plots, would also be applicable to the extreme value of any
one characteristic.
Several characteristics are not susceptible to treatment in this way.
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For these characteristics, not amenable to treatment by study of
existing designs, the second approach, theoretical analysis, was used.
While each topic is treated as a separate entity in the body of this report,
there is always some inter-relationship between any two areas of interest.
It will be necessary to temper any decision in one area by the corollary
influence in all the other areas covered by this report, as well as a
larger number of areas of interest which were not covered because the
limited effort and short time span allotted to this study.
The characteristics treated by the first approach are the design parameters
such as size, weight and length of tape and such functional results of these
parameters as flutter, start/stop time,
which are basically systems decisions,
and skew. Several characteristics,
such as the choice between analog
and digital recording and between serial and parallel recording_ are
treated by analytical techniques. A short discussion of bearing life and
a short analysis of the effects of changing tape thickness are also included.
Several of the correlation plots in this report show strong indications of
utility and validity. It would be of value to compare these correlations
to those obtained for machines of differing constructions. These correlations
are shown, among others, on Figures 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 18. In the
area of topics which are susceptible to analytical treatment are those deal-
ing with the effect of head-to-tape contact on signal to noise ratio and
error rate of the signal channel, and also the effect of time degradation of
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vcomponents on signal to noise ratio for both analog and digital recording
methods. Further, an attempt to put the analog versus digital selection
on a numerical basis could be extremely valuable. This, however, is
still probably not attainable with a practical level of effort.
This short study did not find any positive correlation between MTBF and
any other design characteristic. It would be desirable to find such a
relationship, should one exist, because MTBF is a prime requirement
and such a pre-knowledge of incompatibility between the life and another
requirement would save a large amount of design effort.
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3.0
3.1
TEC HNIC AL ACTIVITY
Discussion of Tape Recorder Characteristics Analysis
3.1.1 Introduction
The analysis of the spectrum of existing machines proceded in six steps.
The first step was the selection of characteristics to consider. The
second step was to list all possible pairs of these characteristics which
might show a valid relationship. Third, this list was reduced to a man-
ageable number by selecting those relationships which could be of value
in deterlnining an optimum configuration. Fourth, the records were
searched to unearth and collate the design and test information available.
This information was placed on data sheets for later use and convenience.
Fifth, the information was plotted to show the various relationships selected
in the third step. Sixth, and last, the plots were examined and evaluated to
determine whether a useful correlation was obtained from the data. Those
plots which do show a useful relationship are analyzed and discussed briefly.
3. 1.2 Characteristic Selection
The tape recorder characteristics which were selected for use in this
study are in Table I. This list includes the physical characteristics of
the design, functional characteristics of the resultant hardware, and
several normalizing ratios of other characteristics which may serve as
figures of merit.
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TABLE I
Volume of Recorder
Weight of Recorder(not including record or playback electronics)
Length of Tape
Tape Speed
Tape Width
Tape Thickness
Track Width (also number of tracks)
Packing Density (linear)
Mean Time before Failure
Power
F lutt e r
Skew (both across tape and per inch)
Signal to Noise Ratio
Start/Stop Time
Dropout Rate
Area of Tape
Weight of Tape to Weight of Recorder Ratio (Wt/Wt Ratio)
Total Data Capacity to Weight of Recorder Ratio (Data/Wt Ratio)
Volume of Recorder to Weight of Recorder Ratio (Vol/Wt Ratio)
Tape Guidance
The last item in Table'I is included to show the resultant skew obtained
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with the two guidance methods employed in the machines considered
in this study.
3.1.2 Establishing Valid Related Pairs
Following the listing of characteristics shown in Table I, a nineteen
by nineteen matrix was set up to show all the relationships possible
between the characteristics selected. Since the matrix is symmetrical,
it was only necessary to examine the row and column intersections of
one half of the matrix. Each intersection was then examined to evaluate
whether a valid relationship might exist between the characteristics for
the corresponding row and column, e.g. the relationship between power and
tape thickness should not have a valid relationship while power and tape
speed should show some correlation. The intersections which were
selected as showing a possible valid relationship were transferred to
index cards. The li,_zting of relationships was then sorted into four groups
of decreasing value with regard to the aims of this study; possible value
in the determination of the requirements of an optimum tape recorder
configuration for a specific mission. There were approximately forty
items in the first group. After the initial screening, this number was
reduced slightly, upon review, so that thirty-eight relationships were
selected for plotting. This list of relationships selected for plotting is
shown in Table II. All MTBF plots were done at the design conditions
and also with the tape speed normalized to 15 ips. The skew values were
also plotted on the basis of measured skew and skew per inch.
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TABLE II
MTBF- Power
MTBF- Volume
MTBF- Weight
MTBF - Tape Length
MTBF- Tape Speed
MTBF - Wt/Wt Ratio
MTBF - Data/Wt Ratio
MTBF- Skew
MTBF - Start/Stop Time
S/N Ratio - Packing Density
S/N Ratio - Tape Speed
S/N Ratio - Track Width
S/N Ratio- Dropout Rate
S/N Ratio - Flutter
Dropout Rate - Track Width
Dropout Rate - Packing Density
Dropout Rate - Tape Speed
Dropout Rate - Flutter
Flutter - Wt/Wt Ratio
Flutter - Power
Flutter - Start/Stop Time
Flutter - Packing Density
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TABLE I I
Flutter - Weight
Flutter - Volume
Start/Stop Time - Wt/Wt Ratio
Start/Stop Time - Power
Data/Wt Ratio - Packing Density
Wt/Wt Ratio - Tape Length
Wt/Wt Ratio- Tape Width
Wt/Wt Ratio- Power
Vol/Wt Ratio - Tape Width
Skew- Packing Density
Skew - Tape Width
Track Width - Packing Density
Power- Tape Speed
Power - Tape Width
Skew - Tape Guidance Method {to be tabulated)
This selection was made with the understanding that the data when plotted
might not show any useful correlation and even that no correlation exists.
Several items do not appear to be correlated but they are included because
they may show the summation of a complex and obscure chain of relation-
ships.
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Collection of Design Data
The most laborious and time consuming phase of thi: _tudy was the
location of the design and test information for the eleven machines sur-
veyed. These machines were designed and fabricated over a period of
five years. This represents practically the entire history of the company.
As a result, the records were difficult to locate. Further, there has been
a continuous improvement in the documentation of the company. The data
for the earlier machines had to be searched out from individual log books,
and, in some cases, located where it was inserted in the body of various
final reports. In a few instances, the information could only be obtained
because an individual remembered that the data was recorded in a file
not associated with the particular machine. It is thought that the compilation
which resulted from this search is as complete as the original data sources
pe trait.
A data sheet was prepared to record the original design and test data for a
single machine and the derived criteria listed in Table I. These data sheets
are included in 3. 1.7. Abrief description of the primary design require-
ments is included where applicable. Each machine data sheet carries an
identifying symbol at its head. This symbol is used to identify the machine
on all the individual plots and to relate the data sheet to the plots.
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Data Plotting
The various plots of the design, test, and derived criteria are included
in 3. I. 6. Two criteria were plotted on the basis of design values and
with a normalized value. These are the Mean Time Before Failure and
Skew. The Mean Time Before Failure was normalized by multiplying by
the speed ratio, to the value which would be obtained if the mechanism
were run at a tape speed of 15 ips. This may introduce an error in the
very low speed machines due to the additional speed reduction stages.
However, the limited time and effort allotted to this study did not permit
a detailed analysis of changes which might have been involved in changing
the design speed of a particular unit. If these extra stages are eliminated
the MTBF would be increased. The increase in MTBF could vary from
5% up to, possibly, 50070 as a result of this elimination of parts which
permit operation at an intermediate s_eed.
Where the existing machine did not have a previously prepared reliability
analysis the MTBF was calculated for the belt drive system only. This
was done to obtain a spectrum of MTBF's which could be used with a prac-
tical minimum effort. This procedure is valid because all other failure
modes contribute less than 1% to the total failure rate, at the MTBF point,
in every reliability analysis of Iso-Elastic Drive recorders performed to
date.
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3.1.5
The skew was normalized to the skew per inch by dividing the skew by the
track separation to obtain a measure of angular variation in tape
position. Unfortunately, since the data was available for only four of
the machines covered in this study, it was not possible to plot any of
the relationships which involved dropout rate. Atotal of forty-two
plots resulted from the available data due to the doubling of plots involving
MTBF and Skew and dropping the plots involving dropout rate.
Review of Plotted Data and Estimate of Correlation Validity
After all the data points were plotted, the plots were reviewed to
determine whether they revealed useable correlations between the
variables. The plots were segregrated into three groups. The first
group, Figures 1 through 18, are thought to show a real and useful
correlation. The second group, Figures 19 through 27 indicate a real
trend. However_ the correlation is so poor that the vahe of the trend
indicated is doubtful. Some of these plots may be worth the effort of
obtaining more extensive data to establish whether a correlation does
exist and the nature of any such correlation. The third group of plots
revealed no correlation and, therefore, have not been included.
Based on the appearance of the distribution of data points,
plots can be divided into two groups.
the correlation
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3.1.6
The first group shows the data points scattered within a band. The
second group shows all the points scattered to one side of a line which
marks the demarcation between the area in which the data points lie and
the area in which there are no data points. This line, which marks the
division between the two areas, is called a maximum limit trend line or
a minimum limit trend line. If all the values of the dependent variable
lie below the trend line, it is called a maximum limit trend line.
Conversely, if all the values of the dependent variable fall above the
trend line, it is called a minimum limit trend line. The maximum and
minimum are used to define the limiting value of the dependent variable.
The selection of the dependent variable, in many cases, is obvious because
of mechanical reasons. In the remaining cases, where there is not an
obvious dependence, the choice is arbitrary.
Data Plots
Abrief discussion of the first 26 plots is given below. Because these
graphs were arranged to place related trends closely together, the figure
numbers bear no relation to the order in which the relations appeared in
Table If. This was done to give some degree of ease in reviewing the
data. Immediately following this discussion, the plots themselves are
included.
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3.1.6.1
Figure i,
S/N ratio,
First Group 1-18
S/N Ratio versus Packing Density shows that the minimum
which could be expected from a recorder, increases at the
rate of about 3 db per 1,000 bpi. This result is not expected but is
undoubtedly the result of greater overall attention to design details
as the required packing density increases.
Figure 2,
increases at the rate of 0. 14 db per rail of track width. C.
in The Physics of Magnetic Recording, Interscience, 1964,
S/N Ratio versus Track Width shows that the S/N Ratio
D. Mee
page 242,
Figure 7.3, indicates an overall relationship of 0.20 db per rail of track
width over a larger range of track widths under lab conditions and,
further, indicates that the S/N ratio varies as the square root of the track
width. This match between empirical experience and a theoretical
analysis is quite interesting.
Figure 3, Packing Density versus Track Width shows a minimum limit
trend line. The track width is greater than a limiting value for a given
packing density. This trend line slopes at about 0.006 inches per 1, 000
bits per inch with a track width of 0.0085 inches at zero packing density
{intercept). This curve can be used to determine the maximum number
of tracks to specify for a given packing density.
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Figure 4, Data/Wt Ratio versus Packing Density shows a trend of
increasing bit storage capacity at about half the rate of the packing
density increase. The one data point at 76 x 10 bits per pound is
excluded because this machine utilized diphase recording with a single
channel duplexed onto two adjacent tracks and with twelve serial passes.
It could be expected that this scheme could result in a similar, but offset,
trend. It would appear that packing density may nor be the most efficient
way to increase storage capacity if weight is a limiting factor.
The terms skew (absolute) and skew (relative) are used to denote the actual
measurement and normalized values of skew displacement in microinches.
In all cases, the tirn,.'_ displacement of simultaneously recorded bits is
measured during reproduction. This measurement is customarily made
betweenthe out_'.rn_ost tracks in a head stack. However, in some cases, the
measurement is made from the center track to the edge track in order to
duplicate the application. This "time displacement" is then multiplied by
the tape speed to obtain the skew in length dimensions. This value is called
absolute skew, and is measured as indicated on the data sheet for the indivi-
dual machine.
Since tape widths ranged from one quarter inch to one inch, it was thought
that a normalized value might be more informative. The absolute is divided
by the track separation to normalize the values of skew. This result is
called skew (relative).
Figure 5, Skew (absolute) versus Packing Density shows a decreasing
trerid with increasing packing dmsity The data are widely scattered.
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However, there does appear to be a maximum value of skew which would
not be exceeded at a given packing density. The value of the nlaxin_mn lilnit
of skew decreases with increasing packing density. This is probably a
consequence of the tighter skew requirements of higher packing densities .
Figure 6, Skew (relative) versus Packillg Density shows exactly the same
trend as Figure 5.
Figure 7, Flutter versus Transport Weight shows a sharp increase in
flutter for transport weights less than 6 pounds. It appears that any system
which has severe flutter and v0eight limitations will require an intensive
de sign effort.
Figure 8, Flutter versus Transport Volume reveals a sharp increase in
flutter for "transport volmnes less than 200 cubic inches. It appears that
any system which has severe flutter and volume lin_itations will require
an intensive design effort.
Figure 9, Flutter versus Wt/Wt Ratio shows a maximum limit trend line
which indicates that the maximum expected flutter decreases with increasing
Wt/Wt ratio. This result is contrary to what would have been expected.
It was expected that the lower Wt/Wt ratios which would be representative
of more ruggedly constructed machines would show lower flutter. It does
not appear that the Wt/Wt ratio is a good measure of ruggedness. In addi-
tion, the high Wt/Wt ratio machines could be expected to show a lower reel
torsional resonant frequency that the lower ratio machines.
resonant frequency results from a larger tape pack inertia
Document 6196723
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and lower belt
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compliance as the tape pack diameter and the Wt/Wt ratio increases.
Figure I0, Flutter versus Packing Density shows a maxin_um li_nit trend
line which indicates that the maximum expected flutter decreases with
increasing packing density. Even if the two points at 7. 5 an_! :2 ._per-
cent flutter (light weight, low power machines) are excluded, the decreas-
ing trend line is still found. This finding may be the result of measuring
the flutter over a shorter periodon machines with higher packing densities.
Figure 11, Flutter versus Start plus Stop Time indicates a rather diffuse
trend line with the flutter decreasing with increasing start plus stop time.
This effect is to be expected since rotary inertia and start plus stop time
should be related by a direct proportionality. This result conflicts with
the trend line found in Figure 9.
Figure 12, Flutter versus Power indicates that the maximum expected
flutter decreases with increasing power. Even if the two points at 7.5
and 12 4 percent flutter (same points as in Figure 10) are exclt_ted a similar
trend is found.
Figure 13, Flutter versus Signal to Noise Ratio shows a maximum limit
trend line with the maximum expected flutter decreasing as the S/N ratio
increases. This plot may j_t reveal the signal degradation, caused by
flutter; as a change in signal to noise ratio.
Figure 14, Start plus Stop Timeversus Power shows a minimum limit
trend line which indicates that the start plus stop time will exceed a
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--Document
value which increases as power increases. This result is not expected
but is probably t_ consequence of severe weight limitations which usuaily
accompany power limitations.
Figure 15, Skew {absolute) versus Tape Width shows a maximum limit
trend line which indicates that the maximum expected skew decreases with
increasing tape width. This excludes the one data point at 1750 n_icroinches
skew which is a measurement based onthe skew between tracks 8 and 10
on one inch tape.
Figure 16, Power versus Tape Speed shows a maximum lilnit trend line
which indicates that the power will be less than a value which increases
with tape speed. This finding is contrary to expectations. It would have
been more reasonable to have obtained a minimum limit trend line. How-
ever, since the Iso-Elastic Drive operates on a regenerative principle,
the supply reel provides most of the power required by the take-up reel.
The maximum limit trend Iine represents the Ieast efficient designs.
Figure 17, Weight (of Transport) versus Tape Width. This plot replaces
the planned plot of Wt/Wt ratio versus Tape Width. The original plot
indicated a possible trend Iine except for two data points, one well above
and the other we!l below the trend line. The data was replotted using
weight of transport rather than wt/wt ratio to see whether an improved
correlation would result. The second plot shows a maximum limit trend
line indicating that the maximum expected weight increases with tapewidth.
Naturally, a machine with a short tape length would fall below the limit
line as evidenced by the data point at 4.2 pounds and 1 inch. This machine
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has 450 feet of tape.
Figure 18, V_lume versus Weight. This plot indicates a band of values
which can be expected in normal designs. If the volulne and weight
allotment for a given mission fails below the band great difficulty may
be experienced in the design. If the point falls above the band two possible
results may occur, one good and one bad. The unit may not actuMly require
the entire alloted volume. On the other hand, and this will probably be the
situation, it may be extremely difficult to meet the weight specification.
3.1.6.2 Second Group 19-27
Figure 19, MTBF (normalized to 15 ips) versus Data/WtRatio seems to
indicate a band of expected values of MTBF which increases with increasing
data/wt ratio. This requires that three data points be excluded. The first
point at 0. 63 hours is the oldest design covered in this study and predates
the study of fatigue file of polyester film belts. The other two at 6560 and
17, 000 hours are designs intended specifically for long mission lives. The
latter two points might indicate an offset band that could be achieved with
a design emphasis on long mission life. Without further inforITlation, it
can only be assumed that a similar band exists at the higher level of MTBF.
Figure 20, MTBF versus Weight (of transport) the comment for Figure 18
applies with the substitution of weight for data weight.
Figure 21. MTBF versus Tape Speed seems to indicate that a maximum
limit trend line exists with the maximum expected MTBFdecreasing with
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increasing tape speed. Since the fatigue life is dependent upon the number
of stress cycles, this inverse relationship of life in hours and tape speed
is to be expected.
Figure 22, Start plus Stop Time veraus MTBF seems to indicate a band
which shows that start plus stop time decreases with increasing MTBF.
This relationship is probably fortuitous.
Figure 23, Skew (absolute) versus MTBF (normalized to 15 ips) seems
to indicate a general decrease in skew with increasing MTBF. However,
it is thought that this is probably fortuitous. No m:-ehanism which could
result in this correlation can be envisaged, nor do the other plots lend
corralary support for this trend.
Figure 24, Power versus Tape Width does not seem to show any correlation.
However, if the data points are separated into low, medium al_d high tape
speeds, it appears that each group shows a trend of a gradual increase in
power with increase in tape width. Both head and bearing frictions will
vary in direct proportion to the tape width.
Figure 25,
Figure 24,
Power versus Wt/Wt Ratio shows the same relationship as
except that wt/wt ratio is substituted for tape width.
Figure 26, Signal to Noise Ratio versus Tape Speed does not seem to show
any correlation although it would be expected that a relationship would
exist similar to the band indicated by the dashed lines. Unfortunately, only
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seven machines had S/N ratio data recorded. Of these, the one at the top
edge of the band was designed with S/N ratio as an important criterion and
the one at the botton_ of the band is a machine with a low S/N ratio require-
ment. The reinaining points are closely grouped about a line near the center
of the band. This relation ship, if valid, could be of assistance in selecting
a tape speed.
Figure 27, MTBF versl{s Da_t/Wt Ratio seems to indicate that there exists
a minimum limit line such that it can be expected that the MTBF will exceed
a value which increases as the data/wt ratio increases.
One interesting point is that MTBF does not show a positive correlation
with any of the other tape recorder characteristics treated in this study.
At best, there are only two characteristics (data/wt Ratio and Weight of
Recorder) which may have a slight relationship to MTBF.
- Document
These plots can be used to screen the mission requirements for consistency
and to identify tape recorder characteristics which may involve intensive
design effort. The first step would be to identify the tape recordeJ" character-
istics which are determined by the mission objectives, and to rank these
characteristics in order of decreasing importance. The various plots would
then be examined to see whether the values of the characteristics fall in the
areas which represent "realizable" values. If one or more points do not
represent "realizable" values, it will be necessary to determine whether to
modify the requirements slightly to move the points into easily attainable
values or to require the more intensive effort involved in emphasizing the
value of one characteristic. An example of conflicting requirements would be
low flutter and short start plus stop time.
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3.1.7 ])ata Sheets
The following pages contail_ the data \vhic]l \va,_ compiled for prcp_ration
of thc plots. As was stated earlier, cac]_ shect has an identifying ,_:,yl_d_o]
which relates it to the symbols used in t]_e plots.
Document 6196723
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]_ICC()]JL,]_ C_tAI,AC,.I.I,t_I.SU'ICS SUT_MAJ_Y SI]}EET
Identify hlg, Synfl_ol C_
Descrit)tSon l_,ow vec'ight, low power Sate]Jjte rcco.rdcr ...............
Ba n dw i d t]_'
Ana]_og Rccor ding: .................................. ..............................................
Digital ttccording: X " Pactcing Density (ectuiv. if
_- ..................................... Alla]o_, ]_(aCli) 1_ 000 bpi
Size: J,ength: ....... 6 ............... in.
Width: 6 in.
tteight: .... 2 _3[8 ........ in.
Tape Capacity: 468 " ft.
No. of Tracks 4 ._...........
Power Required 5oZ watts
__ ......................
Tape Speed ......... !2 ................. {high)
Guidance: Fixed ]rlan_,e Roller
to
Test Data:
w eig_,*........ Z_:_65............................... )b.
I/4 wide
...............................................
Track \Vidth .....; .......... in.
Spe e d C ontr o1: ,{_c i: _:o/Sy.n chr on ou s
lib (l&',')
Spced ......... 1Z_............................. ___ips (high) liZ ips (low)
Fl_tie_ .........5_0_7_/7.0_(lz:_g__)................. O_top-p (RMS)at l zl l/Z .............. ips
Bit-Bit Jitter _..
Skew 480 da, in ( _ sec. at ip's
_____ ..................................................................
measured across; 1/4 in ('track0 toil
Start Tirne 0.48 scc
SiN Ratio ....... _3_1.............................
Dropout Rate .....
_DA___!_veq OAm':_Q°{__:"{_!!5:2_:
Data Capacity 10. 1 X 106
MTI3F: 19 ......
VoÂ. 86
Weight Ratio : Wt. Tape/System \Vt
Stop Tiine 0.48 sec
x¢_ r 7 r_ _ 7_ r t
bits in ...... bits
bits
hr.
3
in
Norn%alizcd to 15 ips O. 63 hr
= 0. 139
Data Wt. Ratio = Data Capacity/System \Vt. =......
Vol/V/t. Ratio = 32.4
Skew/in. of tape width = 1920 2 J-
"Wt. of 0. 368 lg.Tape .........................................
3.85 X 106
in/in
bits/ lb.
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]-[]'_CO]_.])]']}{ C]]l'\]_._(.'J']';]_).,J.](_,_ };[i_",J_........i][b! _;]]JJ]_J'J-'
Identifying Sy_ nb o1._
Description Low l_o\vc, r, cxirenae Sliced ratio. Desio_l.ed with motor and centre] used
_ - ...................................... g.-
on exi,qting hard\rare.
}_a n dw idli,j .........................................Anal.og Rccordino"
Digital Recording: X packing Density (equiv. if
..................................... Analog Mach) 83_ 12I_J_..................
Size: Length: .... 6_................ in.
Width; 6 in.
Height: .__3:_3_5........___ in.
Tap2Cat:L_cijy: 550 (647 max. ) ft.
No. of Tracks ........ .........2 . ...........
Power ]Required 3.86
Tape Spec.d_ 1_2._ 8_............... (high)
Guidance: Jr'ixc, d },_]ange Rollc, r X
Test Dats_:
\V eigl_t 4.6
...........................
lb.
1/4 wide
............................................... .
Track Width ..... in.
Spe e d C ontr ol:S e r vo/_j':_ Xlt';'N,K0-h_$
o. oi ..... (16,..,)
O t] _e r ..... -_.: r__-_:r --_:...............
Speed 12.786 ips (high) 0. 00995 ips (low)
Flutter0.37/5.18 (use 2.27) % p-P (}{MS) at__lZ. 8/0-01............................0-200tlzips
Bit- 13it Jitter ..... T_7227.----- -- .................. -
Skew ........ ¢J. in( ..... 2q see. at ..................... ips
............................................................... sl J_
measured across ___ in (Track_;--__to_, r_r_......
Start T tree 1}5__,_n_:_Sec _tt_l_?.. 8 _i_ps---....
S/N Ratio 36 o--_/o//_,
1
Dropout Rate ....................................
D er[vcfd Characteristics :
, ,. 6 bitsData Ca_aci O 11 7 X 10
MTI3F: 1,000: hr.
3
Vol. 1 20 in
................ Z .............................
Norn]alizcd to 15 ips 0.67 hr.
Weight Ratio = Wt Tape/System Wt : 0.0955
• ......................................................
Data Wt.P, atio = Data Capacity/System Wt. = 2.5 X 106 _bits/ lb.
Vol/Wt. Ratio = 26
Skew/in. of tape width =
Wt. of Tape. 0.44
...............................
in/in
<
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RECO]_])]';]_. CllAJIAC'J}],K .... J 1( S SUbP, MAtlY S/It'/i;3?
klentJfying Sy rnl)oi }3
Description
Analog Recordin%: X :....... }3andwidti_ 100 - .Sp_l{jIz ....................
J .......................................
Digital Recordirlg: ................... _'............... Packing Density (equiv. if
Analog Mach )3Z_00..l_p!__
Size: I_ength: 9 l/g in.
Width: ._7 1./2. ................. in.
Ileight: . 5:__3_[_]_6............ in.
No. of Tracks ........... !4_ ..... :.........
Power Required 15 wat t.s ........
Tape Speed ....30_.....................{high)
Guidance: Fixed l,'lange Roller .......
Test Data:
Speed 30 ips (h{gh) 15
_" ..----r---0L-i_-di_7 ...... 6--i7{{:?:i_7-_ (>.-:,._ at
",u_or O_ff>........... 70._S .... :...... _0 P-P
13it-/3it Jitter .......
;50 /j. in ( 10 .qSkew ...............................................
_q-_c;a s t/rc d across ]
Wci%ht 20 .... L................ _ib.
wide
Track Width 0.050 in.
Spe e d Con tr ol :}:{_zK'_ / Synchr on ou s
(ldw)15 ____
...................................
Other trough "
ips (low)
ips
-.
sec. at 15 lps
in (Track# 1 t°/,!__]_:3.....
Start Tithe _g sec at 30 ips
S/N Ratio 30 ___
I)r opout Rate .......
]_le 2___g sec at 30 1k?s •Stop '_ __==- ............. _................... .......
bits in ........
Derived Characteristics :
Data Capacity 590 X 106 bits
MTIT_tr': 46 l/Z hr.
3
Yol. 298 ........... in
Weight Ratio = Wt. Tape/System Wt =
Data Wt. Rati0 = Data Capacity/System Wt.
Yol/Wt. Ratio = 15
Skew/in. of tape width = 179
0. 87Wt. of Tape
bits
Normalized to 15 ips 93 hr.
0. 043
6
= Z9.5 X 10
It;.
in/in
bits/ lb.
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' ') ..... E'' "q]_ECOIJ ]!,]{C]]A]<A<;I]'_]<].,J iC SUL4_;AI{Y 51]]);ET
ldenii fy ing Symbol [_/
De s c ripti o_
]3a n dw hltil .....................Analog Rccordin _'"
Digital Recordi,_g: ......... X......... " }-'ackir_g ])ensity (equiv. if
Anaiog Mach) Z50_O bp_i ...........
Size: Length: ....... 7........... in.
Width: 6 in.
Height: _ 3.5_/1(? .......... in.
ft.
S__p__c_.____Fj}),: .... _ 5__o_............................
No of Tracks 7
Pow e r l< c qu i r e d _B_8__.}>,_att_&..........
Tape Speed ....... 3_0. ..................... (high)
G_C" • Fix(:d F]anoc t{ollcr Xl(lal]ce. " o
Test Data: ................
Weight .......... 5_5 .................. lb.
............... 1_/2- _.... •__wide
Track \Vidth 0. 050 in.
Spe ecl C on t r ol: _'X'V/Sy n ch r on ou s
(i&,,,}
Other ...............................
Spc.ed_--....... 3) ....................... ...... ................. ips Oo,,.,)
Z % P-P (]<MS) at ..... 3.0 ..................... ips
Flutter ...................................................
t_{t- ]3it Jitter ........ _-.- :__=................... . " .
Skew ....... /,1, in ( ...... 7_7--_7-7_____1,1 sec. at .... ips
.................................................... measured acros_ in (']'ra -''J_ to#
..... k. t x- 11 __.:__ - --
Start Thne _----_-_7_-_.- "
S/N Ratio ......- --_---- .....................
Dropout Rate .....
Stop Time --2.27--2 .............. : .............. :-- ......
db CP-P)(_<x,_s) (RmS-RMS)
bits in bits
Derived Characteristics:
................................
6
Da'ta Capacity 137 X 10 bits
MTI3F: 3Z80 hr.
___ ................................... 3
Vol. 1.39 . in
Weight Ratio = "_Vt. Tape/System \Vt :
Data VTt. Rati0 _ Data Capacity/System \Vt. =
Vol/\Vt. Ratio : 25.3
Norn%alized to 15 ips 6560 hr.
O. 0465
Skew/in. of tape width = ...... ,/4
"g/t.of Tape O. Z56 " lt_.
24.8 X 106
in/in
bits/ lb.
P?,E_](t FA_fl BkANI{. 1_0"[ F_.
. 5 "Page . 4
'it 1..... ' ....RI:;COI{])I,2]( C A _AG.[],I_]oJ. ICS_ SU_kq:,,i/'_] '_',_Sj_I;J.;'J
Dcscrii)I_on Lo\'_ po\ver, long m_ssion l_fe,
Analog Recording," }3an (lwi(Iti_"
¢._ • ...........................................................................
Digital Recording: X Packing Density (equiv. if
A._log M_,d_)_Loqo_bpi ............
e
Size : y,,reight 4. 8 lb.
........................................
Length: 7 3/d in.
Width: 6 in.
}Ieight: 2 3/4: in.
T_apq C_r'__c.it y: ...... _f9 ..................... f t.
-_ to 6No. of Jracz,,
Power Required 2.5 watts
___ .........................
Tape Speed 4 (high)
........................ _.
Guiclance: F'ixccl Flange Rcdle.r X
Test Data: .....................
..................... _!L4__............ L.... L wlde
Track "Width 0"019-P'ec 0.016 P/B
Spe e d G on t r ol: St}¢!x(_J Sy nch r on ou s
....... (ldw)
Other
Speed ........ 4,1 ..................... =_ ips (high)
3 0 1-10 kIIz 4Flutter __J.%............ .................... p-p 0 Ms).t
Ilit- Bit Jitter .......
Skew ......... z4p ......................... gJ, in (..........................
measured across 1/4:
................................... ips (low)
ips
sec. at ips
in (Track# to_
Start Time 2.5 mSec ....................
S/N Ratio 19.6
.....................................
Dropout Rate ........
............................
Derived Characteristics:
...................................
Stop Time __l O_O_m__em_
db (P-P) (RA£<},X:_._..v,_,vX_GX,,_
bits in ______ bits
Data Capacity 35.2. X 106 bits
MTBF: 63,500 hr.
3
Vol. 128 in
Weight Ratio = Wt. Tape/System Wt
= Data Capacity/System Wt.Data Wt. Ratio
VoI/V[t. Ratio = 26.7
Norn%alized to 15 ips 17,000
O. 0202
hr°
= 7.34 X ]0
Skew/in. of tape width = 960 24
Wt. of Tape ...... _0.._02_64 .......................... lb'.
6-
in/in
bits/ lb.
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Identifying Sy ml._oi P
DescrJp[]on Second version dfl-Jxrecorder/ dul:)]Scatc system except for one detai]
design change.
Analog Rccord{n o" . }3an d\vidti_
Digital Recording: ....... X ........... j ............... Y'ac]<ing Density (equiv. if
Analog Ma ch) ......... 1_000.hpi__ .....
Size: Length: 7 3/4 in.
Width: 6 in.
...... <3 !4 ........ i..
lb.
..... 4__. 8 ............................W eight .....
Tape Cat-,acity: ..... 489 ................................ ft.
No. of Tracl. s 6 .
P o w e r R c qu i r c d 2.5 ":yat_t_s .........
Tape Speed 4 (high)
Gut dance: Fixcd Fiai;t-e -t-(c,l"lcr--C-X--
Test ])aDt: .................
........................ 1/4 ................. -- wi d e
Tracl. v,ridth in.
Spe c d C on tr ol : 5t-'XX9{ Sy nch r on ou s
....... (Idw)
Other
Speed 4. 08 ips (high) ....... ips (low)
2 1/2 (0-450 IIz) % }:,-P (t<MS) at 4 ips
__ ..............................
Je'lutter
1Bit- Bit aitte_ ......
.................................. .
Skew Z40 _u. in ( ................... _ sec. at ................ ip's
measured across 1/4 in (Track# to], t )
Start Time Z20 mSec
S/N Ratio 20
..............................................
Dropout Rate ........ 2_-_2_-_-_-_: .........
Stop T im c390_jiZ._Sqc ............... :........... =__; ........
db (P- P) (]Xg_,_)<X_{_5>tSX-%.<%5£3_
bits in ___:.._ bits
Derived Characteristics:
.....................................
N
Data Capacity 35. Z X 106
MTBI:': 6_3_,_5_0_0
Vol. iZ8
Weight Ratio : Wt. Tape/System Wt
Data Wt. Ratio
bits
hr.
3
in
: O. 0202
= Data Capacity/System V;t.
Normalized to 15 ips _17,000 ............. h r.
7. 34 X 106 bits/ lb.
Vol/Wt. Ratio = 26.7
Skew/in. of tape width = 960
Wt. of Tape 0. 0964
ya
lb.
in/in
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IdcntifySng Sy]nl)ol G
De s c r_ pt5 o1£
}3andwidti_ _....
............................Analog llecor din_,: .................................. :.......
Digital Recording: ...... _X ..... ' ................. Pactdng Density (equiv. if
Analog Mach) .... l_, p00 bpi_ .......
iI].Size: I_ength: 14 75
¥/idth: 10,175 in.
___ ........................
tleight: ._3_. 95 q ............. in.
T a Eci__Ca_ltp,_cij_y: ....... _2_25_0_ ft......................
No. of TraClvS ....... 9........... _-..............
Power Required 16 \vatls
Tape Spc.ed ............ 1.5_ ........... (high)
Guida_lce: Fixed t,'la_ge Roller X
Test DaIa:
W eight 21............. ib.
wide1/z ....................
....................... .
Track ¥,ridth.__0_. 04 0 ............ in.
Speed Contr ol:Seevo/Sxnchr °n°us
_ (ldw)
Other " _
Speed 15.135 ips (high) - ips (lov,')
Flutter 0.6 (0-10t.i[:-.Z) .....................
13{t- ];it Jitter -
Skew 75 2j, in ( 5 2q sec. at __15 ........... it-;s
............... mea,_;urcd across _l/2:____in (Track#A__t°# 9 ........ )
Start Time .__0_._Z_0.se_c_,...................
S/N Ratio
Dropout l{ate 0. 2 ............ __ .....
r.° I .Stop 11 -he 1. g sec .................
db (P-P) (t_MS) (RMS-t<MS)
bits in 105 bits
Derived Characteristics:
................................
N
Data Capacity Z42 x 106
___ .........................
MTBF': 36.5
Vol. 59Z
Weight Ratio = "_Vt. Tape/System Wt
Data Wt. Ratio =
bits
hr.
3
in
Norn_alized to
= O. 0422
Data Capacity/System Wt. = ii.5 x 106
15 ips 36.5 hr.
bits/ lb.
Yol/Wt. Ratio = 28.3
Skew/in. of tape \v[dth =
Wt. of Tape ......... 0:,885
150 2_
Ig.
in/in
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]dent:ifying Sy_nbo} x[_]
SI l E l:; T
Desc]']pl]o£
Ba n dw z(Ldl ............................Analog Rocording: ....................
Digital ttecordin_'" X " Packinp ])cnsity (equiv. if
Analog Mach) _60Obpi .........
Size: Lengtll: 21 in.
Width: 15 in.
tleight: 5 in.
*f "_ap_e_(; q 1/_,c !t)": ...... _46OP_..................... ft.
No. of Tracks 16
Power ]_equired 41.6 watts
Tape Speed 60 (high)
Guidance: Fixed Fl.ange ttollc, r .....
Test Data: .................
\Vcight 42 lb.
1 wide
Track "¢Tidth 0.02,5 in.
Speed Contr ol:Se r vo/Syr_chr onous
......... 30 ........... (l&,}
Other trough
60.12
Speed ........................................
Flutter 0.60 c_fi 0-10 ktlz % p-p [_,L__,_ at: 30 ips
B{t-Bit Jitter ....
Skew 210 (doubtful) ,At in ( 1. 0 ,q sec. at ..... 3_0- .......
.....................................................................
measured across . 1Z in (TrackT/ 8
Start Time 1.6 Sec al 30 ips
S/N Ratio Z6 aL,30_p_s .................
Dropout Rate 1
Derived Characteristics:
Data Capacity
MTBF:
Vol.
5.30 X 106
41 5 ......................
1575
Weight Ratio = NVt. Tape/System Wt
Data ',Vt. Ratio =
Vol/\Vt. Ratio =
ips (high) 30.09 .................. ips (low)
il;s
tong 1 0
Stop Time ]. 9 Sec a_ 30 il,.S.
.............................................. "2 ........
db (P- P) 14_\?T',i x>_i,.X_',_>x},tM_,),x
bits in 104 bits
t
t
bits
hr.
3
in
Norn_alizcd to
= O. 0865
Data Capacity/System _,Vt. : 1Z. 6 X ]0 6
37.4
Skew/in. of tape width = 1750 du,
........................... .
Wt. of Tape 3. (>3___ ............. [............ II_.
15 ips 83 hr.
bits/ lb.
in / in (d oubtful)
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ldent ]fying Syn3b oi
D esc3:]ption_.__L,c_.c_.__5:_o.b.__t:pn....J.9__)g__t?u..____a]cE) 2;_¢:("9.!::_d!'2_..................................
,Analog I{ccor dh_g: }3andwidtil"
Digital Recording: .......... X ......... __................ packing Density (equiv. if
Analog Ma ch) _G_5.00 bpt(d_i t:,h ___e
Size: Imngth: ...... h .................. in.
Width: ........_5-....... in.
tleight: ____5 .............. in.
_T_apeCS,._5±city: ...........4_5_9___;.................it
No. of Tracks 24
Powe r R e qu i r e d __6x_,a!:5_!...........
Tape Spc, e d ............. 4.... (high)
Guidance: Fi>:ed Flange t{ollcr
Test Data: _---- ...........
recording)
Weight 4. Z5 lb.
1 wide
ill,T r a ck W i d tt___O._03 _0.............
Spcc. d Con t 3"ol :Crc-a'aro-/Sy. n ch r o_,_ou s
(idw)
Oth c r....... t r_o_!.gJL -___ .........
_^ed " ips (high) - ips (low)Spu - .............................................................
Flutter 1 5 (Q-2KIIz _. % P- (t<MS) at ....... _4 ................ ips
.......... . ........... :..... )_.................. P
t3it- ]lit Jitter - " .
in ( ........... -_......... _,:q sec, at - ip'sSk ew ..................... 7...................... /-J" ..............
measured across _ in (Track# _ to;{/
Start Time 100 m, sec ""
S/N Ratio ................ _-......................
I)ropout Rate ..... i.__ 1_, Q......... - .....
Derived Characteristics:
Data Capacity 324 X l06 bits
MTBF: 136:1 hr.
3
Vol. 150 in
Weight Ratio = Wt. Tape/System Wt =
Data \Vt. Ratio = Data Capacity/System Wt. =
Stop T im e ...... 10_0 ))_.._._._e.c_.... - ........... _-- ..........
db (P-P)(}_Ms) (RMS-P, MS)
bits in 105 bits
Norn:_alized to
0__0836_.
is ip._.... 3_6A....... P r.
7.6 X 106 bits/ lb.
Vol/\Vt. Ratio = 27.3
Skew/in. of tape width = - _u,
Wt. of Tape 0. 355 lt£.
in/in
)
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RECOJd_]';]< C]]]'_ILACTEJ<I_TICS SUh/iMA]C)f S]]]!H2T
Identifying Symb o]i _>
Descriptio:f
Ban dwidti_[ ....................................Analog }<eeor ding: X ..........
Digital ]lc'.cor ding Packing ])cnsity (equiv. if
m_alor,a_ cU)....... A,/,GT_pp_ ......
Size:
X_ p<c
Length: 10 in.
Width: 7 3/4 in.
I-IeigLt: .......... 3__3_/4........ in.
a>_ cih,: ..... b!0o ....... ................... ft.
No. of Tracks 7
Power llequired 15 watis
Tape Speed ..... ._ _60 ................. (high)
Guidance: Fixed ],-'lange Rollc.r X
Test Data:
\V eight 20 (est) ib.
.................. I LZ_ ___................... w id e.
Track _Vidth .......... 0. 0=50 ....... in.
Speed Control'Servo/Synchron°us
(low)30 ..........
Other ............................
Speed • 60 1.8 ........ ips (high) 30 03 ips (low)
- .... • ....................
e/0 p-P (}<MS) at _3_0. ....................... ipsFlutter 0.6 ...........................
l_{t- Bit Jitter .... 7_....................... -
,it in t 4 3 }-1 scc. at 60 ilisSk e w ....... lS0_ ................ [..............
measured across 1/Z in {Track#_ to]/
Start Time 1.0 sec
.....................................
S/N Ratio 36
Dropout Rate
Stop Time 3, 0 se<_: ..................... ............
db (P-P)(}<.Ix{S} ..... (.I-cM.%--.P_MF_)
bitsbits in
Derived Characteristics:
Da'ta Capacity 670 X 1.06
MTBF: 70
Vol. Zg__Z.
_vVeight Ratio = "Wt. Tape/System \Vt
Data \Vt. Ratio
bits
hr.
3
in
Norn_alized to
= O. 0216
: Data Capacity/System Wt. : 33. 5 X 106
15 ips 140 hr.
bits/ lb.
Vol/V?t. Ratio : 14.6
Skew/in. of tape width =
Wt. of Tape 0. 434
360
: . . <
in/in
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i3. Z Discussion of Mean Tithe before Failure A_la]ysis
The two classes of e]c,mcnt:s \v]_ich contribute most to the failure rate
in a reliability analysis of an lso.-Elastic Drive recorder are the ])olycster
film belts in the drive traili and the ball bearings. There arc discrepancies
in the life calculations of both these clen_ents whic]_ act in opposite dircction,_.
The data for the fatigue life calculation of polyester film belts is based
upon the report "Final Report on the Fatigue Eifc of l°olyestcr and
Polyimide Film l%clts, " JPL Contract 1No. 950899. In that report, it was
stated that where uncertainty existed, the conservative (leading to a
shorter life projection) ap])roacb was used. Since the ti]nc that report was
issued, a degree of field experience (unfortunately, _ot well documented)
has been acquired which can be conlpared to the life calculations. It has
been found that in P,_any cases the ]if(; experienced in recorders has exceeded
the calculated life by factors rangh_g fron_ two to more than ten. The
greatest discrepancy has appeared in two pulley drive systems with
reasonably small drive pulley diameters. It is not known whether this
discrepancy is the result of the low duty cycle in actual recorder operation,
or is the result of a bias in the basis of the tile method for life computation.
In any case, it can reasonably be expected that the belt life will bc longer,
by a factor w]{ieh is not known, than the life calculated on the basis of
existing continuous running test data. It has also developed that test data,
at least two orders of magnitude' greater life than was performed in the
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above referenced docunlent, is necessary to properl_ justify life
calculations for the longer _nission pc]'iods.
The life of ball bearings is ca]culatcd by the analysis ]_nethods adopted
by the Anti-Friction ]3caring Manufacturers Association (AF13MA).
This method calculates the fatigue life of tt_c bez_rings. It is a conmnon
opinion tl_roughout the tape recorder field that bearing l_fe is substal_tia]ly
lower tha]_ tl_e life calculated in the above way, ha tape recorders the
operating sp(,.eds and loads are very low, compared to t]_c norn]al operating
conditions for these bearings. Other failure modes become ]?]uc]_ _nore
significant r_..lative to the fatigue failure modes. The major arenas which
appear to cause 1)ea]'il_g fai]urcs are lubricant loss;, lubricant failure
and rouglmess of the bearings. There is no way to compule these effects.
However, t]_ere must exist a considerab]e body" of field experience which
should be gat]_ered a])d analyzed to obtain reliability data useful for tape
recorder and similar application life analysis. This could only be done
by one of the major government user agencies and would involve considc, rable
effort to locate tl_e existing use data and to examine this data, in detail, to
unearth the information re]ated to bearing lives. Once the basic field
experience data was acquired, it should be possible'., by existing mathe-
matical teclmiques, to develop useful life prediction methods which take
into account all the factors limiting life in this type of bearing application.
This information would be of great utility to tt_e various user agencies and
the associated indt_strics.
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wWithin the limited e×perience of I<inc]ogic Corporation, every bearing
failure \v]_ich has been analyzed resulted in one of two diagnoses. Ti_e
analysis was either loss of lubJ-icant or lubricant failure. Unfortun_'tcly,
Kinelogic Corporation has not been able, due to the nature of its work, to
nlaintain contact with its cquipn_e_lt in the field. The feedback of infor;_ation
related to field failures has been extremely fragmentary and the knowledge
of the use history has been even scantier. ThSs condition probably applies
to most of the suppliers of this class of equipment. Only the major users
of this equipment are in a position to develop this information.
In summary, the belt lives are probably longer and the bearing lives shorter
than indicated by standard rcliabi]it:y analysis teclmiques, with a net result
that tim ana]},sis is probably consc, rvativc to some degree..
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3.3 ])iscussion of the Effect of Varying Tape Thickness
When the require_nents of a ]nission are such that existing hard\rare n_eets
all th<_.spc.cifications except tape capacity, the te_nptation is to try to
reduce the tape thickness in an c.ffort to increase the cap_city of a given
machine. A]tc. rnatively, if the recording capacity is in excess of the
requirements but insufficient tape durabi]ity has been experienced, an
increase in tape thickness seems attractive. The effects on tape capacity
and durability are not known, or arc calculated only for the particular
case under consideration. An attenlpt will be made to provide generalized
solutions for the changes in capacity, and durability resulting from a
change, in tape thickness.
The length of tape in a tape pack with a given outside diameter and hub is
inversely proportional to the overall-thickne:ss of the magnetic tape. Table
III shows the calculations and the resul.tant multJplScrs to use v:hen changing
frown one tape thickness to any other thickness. Each column under relative
length or weight is used to change from one thickness to either of the
other two.
TABI,_; III
Nominal Overall Relative Tape Length I{elative Weight for Same
Thickness (mils) Thickness (mils) t 1/t Z Length t2/t 1
0.50 0.71 1.00 1. 58 2.96 1.00 0. 634 0. 338
1.00 1.12 0.634 1.00 1.878 1.58 1.00 0.533
2.00 2. 10 0. 338 0. 533 1. 00 2.96 1 . 878 ] . 00
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It is not possible to determine a generalized mu]tiplic, r for tape pack
dian_eter since t]_e outside diameter is a function of the hub diameter as
well as the length of tape. In general the outside diameter will clmngc
less than the square root of the cha_ge in thickness. The outside diameter
can be calculated by:
--" 77" "/-D2
Where D 1 = outside diameter in inches
D Z : inside diameter in inches
t = overall tape thickness
I_ = tape ]ength in feet
This fornmla can be used to calculate the diameter of the tape pack
under any conditions, tIowever, it should be noted that the inter-layer
pressure increases as the number of'outside turns increases. Because
this can cause tape b]ocking, or buckling of the tape pack, it is desireab]e
to keep the outside diameter of the tape pack less than twice the hub
diameter, although Z.5 times does not cause much.trouble and 3 times
the hub diameter has been successfu]ly used in sonde cases.
The durability of the tape is a more difficult property to evaluate because
too many intangibles affect the life of the tape. If it is assumed that all
the other factors affecting wear and degradation of the oxide coating are
not changed when the tape thickness is changed, mechanical damage to the
tape bact.i]_g is the ren_aining variable. The resistance to mechanical dam-
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age can be _ncasured by the resistance to damage to the c(lg(_ of the
tape. It is assul_qedthat the rcsist_ncc" lo edge (lan_age can be measured
by the resistance to cdgc buckling of the tape.. It is furtller assun_ed that
the o×ide coating does not contribute any apprcciab]c strcl_gth to the tape.
The buckling strength of any particular span of tape is the.n:
p = 7rlgt'_/3(1-v2)b where a/b>2 ':"
-,- Reference:
Formu]a 15, Table XVI,
pac_e 350, _orpnulas for Stress
and Strain, fourth edition,
Re a r l<
a = span length in inches
b = tape width in inches
E = Young's Modu]us in psi
t = tape backing thickness in inches
v = Poission's Ratio
P = critical buckling load in pounds
Since' all the variables except tape thickness arc held constant,
expression can be simplified to:
the above
p= Kt "_
This states that the critical buck]ing l.oad varies as the cube of the
thickness. Therefore, the re].atJve durabil.ity of the various tape thicknesses
should vary as the cube of the thicknesses. Table IV shows the calculations
and the resultant multipliers to use when changing from any one tape
thickness to any other thickness.
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Nominal
Thickness (mJl s)
TABLE IV
Base t a Relative
Thickness (mils) Durability
0.50 0.50 0.1250 1.00 0.161 0.0410
1.00 0.92 0.7787 6.22 1.00 0.255
2.00 1.45 3.049 24.4 3.92 1.00
One other consequence of changing tape thickl_ess is the change in the
life of the Iso-l'21astic belt. This belt is usually the n_ost critical element
in the drive train, and its life is greatly affected by tim change in tape
thickness. The tensile stress in the tape should be maintained at 1000
psi and the cross-sectional area of the Iso-Elastic belt should be about
equal to the cross-sectional area of the tape backing. Tile tensile force
in the tape, and therefore, the required tensile force in the Iso-Elastic
belt, will vary directly with the tape thickness. The net effect of the
changes in belt tension and belt bending stresses, as reflected in belt
life, are calculated for a typical small recorder. Table V illustrates the
order of magnitude of the changes. It can be expected that the same kind
of change will occur with any machine, but that the relative amount of
change Jnay be very different for another machine and would have to be
checked in detail.
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wOne serious co]_sideration should be appli{_d \v]_(,n considering a change
in tape thickness. This is the prob]e]H of print th]'ough. The literature
(C. D. Mee, ibid.) page 136, indicates that print through is a function of
the wavelength to separation ratio \vith a ma×in)unl effect al: a ratSo of ]0:1.
The separation, in this case, is the t_pe thicl{ness. It can, t]_erefore, be
expected that print through will becon-_e a more serious problem as the
tape thickness is decreased.
In summary, it can be seen that a decrease in tape thickness will increase
the capacity and the fatigue life of the system while decreasing the durability
of the tape. The various multipliers from Tables IIl and IV can be used
to adjust the scale factors when entering the plots, (Figures 1 through 27)
For example, if it were desired to increase the. capacity of a given design,
the length multipliers would bc used to check the effect upon characteristics
which are affected by tape length. Unfortunately, there were. no useful
correlations with tape length fouled in the analysis of tape reco]'der char-
acteristics. There a]'e,
time, or packing density,
howeve]', the other factors, such as recording
which will vary in direct o]" inverse proportion
to tape length. On the other hand, the relative weight of the same length
of tape can be used to determine the change in Wt/Wt ratio or data/wt ratio.
These new ratios can then be used to enter the plots which have the ratio
as a variable to see the effect on the other characteristic plotted. This
would be done when a change in tape thickness to obtain a different durabi]ity
is contemp]ated,
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O
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c',
o',
-.j
_o
%0
l_ominal
Thickne ss
(mils)
0.50
i.00
Z.00
TABLE V
Base Belt Installed Bending Transmitted Minimum
Thickness Thickness Stress Stress Torque Stress Stress
(mils) (mils) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi)
0. 50 0.00075 2,270 1410/1800 625 +235
0.92 0.0015 Z, 140 2810/3600 575 -i, 245
1.45 0.002 2, 540 3750/4800 680 -I, 890
Maximum
Stress
(psi)
+4, 695
+6, 315
+8, 020
Stress
( si)
4, 460
6, 56O
9,910
Nominal
Thickne s s
(mils)
0.50
!.00
Z.00
Endurance Stress
Limit Stress Ratio
Range (psi)
2, 550 1.75
2.26
3.15
2, 900
3.150
Life Cycles
of Stress
3.3 X 10s
!.5 X l0s
0.39 X l0s
1.00
0.455
0.118
Relative Life
Z. ZO
1.00
O.26O
8.46
3.84
1.00
,o
c-
m3.4 Discussion of Serial a>d t_ara]lcl Methods of P.ecording Digital ]3_ta
Where digital data is to be recorded on n_agnetic tape, two mc.thods are
genera]]y used. The first uses a nun_ber of an,plifiers and n__ulti-track
heads across the width of the tape, with all of the tracks being recorded
simultaneously. The other ]_ethod uses ol_ly a single track at a time,
and switches fron_ track to track to utilize the complete width of the
tape. Each method has its particular advantages, and its disadvantages.
Perhaps, the principle advantage of the serial technique is that it: is
capable of about twice tl_e packing density of the para]lcl case. Serial
data will require a buffer for conversion of the data front a parallel to
a serial forn_at. This is somewhat complicated by the nature of the clock
avai]ab]e with the parallel data. The serial clock need be a higller
frequency, so there is the necessity of multiplying the input clock. The
permitted packing density with the serial data may be higher than in the
parallel case because there is no skew difficulty, and since a more
sophisticated scheme (hi-phase) may be used for the coding. Packing
density may be as much as twice as high when using bl-phase serial
rather than parallel. Skew is critical in the case of parallel data, and
may tend to be the limiting factor on packing density. In serial recording
there is no way to measure skew using the data reproduced from the tape.
Therefore, skew requirements are at a minimum but signal loss caused
by azimut]_ errors could limit packing density, t]owever azin_uth ]osses
are easier to co_d:ro],
due to skew.
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1Jy rnore t]_an an ordc.l" of magnitude, than are those
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Regarding dropouts, with respect to tape _mpcrfections, the effect of
a dropout would be to ]ose (assuming equal packing densities for both
casts) an equa] number of bits in bot]l casts. If we assm_e 8 bit words,
and assume that the dropout covered a period corresponding to lO0 bits,
the paralle] recording would have 100 xvords \vith a possibility of an error
in each. The serial would have 13 words \vith error possibi]ity, where the
error could be each bit of the word.
serial case for no error correction,
The decision here seems to favor the
and the parallel case for complicated
error correcting codes.
track wouId have much influence on another track.
in pretested tape, seems to have a circular form,
inch diameter.
It is un]ikely that a tape imperfection on one
The usual imperfection,
usually less than 1/16
The factors affecting the sensitivity to dropouts appear to be:
Type of coding
Signal-to-noise on playback
Nature of the decoding used
Track to track crosstalk in the head, and
in the selection circuitry of the serial case.
Regarding the first of these, when the coding used is NRZ, the dropout
sensitivity is relatively high. Experience has shown that the normally
used coding schemes, listed in order of decreasing immunity to dropouts,
are hi-phase, NRZ, and RZ.
Other factors being equal, a system that has a very good signal to noise
ratio will be more immune to dropouts than one having a poor signal to
noise ratio.
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]¥hen the signa] to noise ratio is l)OOr, the sensitivity to the presence of
a pulse must be sufficiently low that there is little chance of registering
a pulse due to noise.
If, for retrieval of tile recorded s_gnal, a pure level detector is used,
the system can be dropout sensitive. I]o\vever, the use of a peak detection
system will tend 1o reduce this sensitivity and a combination of the two
methods can be expected to reduce the dropout sensitivity still further.
The best immunity to dropouts may be obtained by the utilization of
correlation techniques in detection.
Dropout sensitivity due to crossta]k occurs when the reproduce crosstalk
is relatively high and there is a chance that pulse recorded on one channel
will be reproduced on the adjacent channel to eliminate the crosstalk
effects, a detection systen, must be employed whie]_ requires that the
reproduced pulse exceed a minimum level before detection will occur.
This level insensitivity can lead to problems if a dropout occurs \v]_ich
causes the amplitude of the reproduced pulse to be below this guard level.
A weakness of the serial method using track s\vitch_ng is that there is
loss of data at each tape reversal. The corresponding difficulty with
parallel recording is that although the data is continuous, there is the
need for re\vii_ding each tinge the tape comes to the end. When serial
data has been recorded over the entire tape, the tape is once agai_ at
the beginning point (assun_ing an even numl)er of tracks).
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vIn the case of serial data, there is no particular natural restriction of
the \vord length. In the case of parallel recording, the natural length of
a word _s set by the nun_ber of tracks. Tape speed \\,illbe higher in
the case of serial data (by a factor of approxin_ately half the number of
tracks used) and the nunlber of passes required for a fi>:ed nun_ber of bits
will increase by the same ratio. The winding required to reach a par-
ticular segme_t of data is shorter \vilh multi-track serial recording,
unless special provisions are made for fast search winding in a parallel
machine. If the data is to be telemetered, there n_ust, normally, be a
conversion of the data to a serial format before transmission. This would
mean that the parallel to serial co_verter at the input of the serial
setup, \vould already exist ]n the system, and that the output of the serial
format from the recorder \vou]d be in a forn_ suitable for transmission.
This \vould eliminate all nf the serial reproduce electronics, with the
exception of the selection matrix, the an_plifier, the decoder, and the
clock detector. If the already existing parallel to serial converter could
be used in place of a parallel to serial converter at the input of t]_e recorder,
there is additional savings of electronics. Maximum bit rate \\,ill occur
in the case of parallel data. A serial format will allow use of lo\ver bit
rates, if required. Other factors being equal, start-stop time \vill be
much less for the parallel case. The efficiency of tape use may, or may
not, be higher in the serial ease depending upon factors not susceptible
to determination \vithout detailed system _nformation. Tape use efficiency
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in rapid start/stop systeJ-ns is extremely dif:ficu]L t:o calculate. Sonic
of the fztci:ors invo]ved are as fo]loxvs: How fast i_; the tape moving dtlring
operation? IIow m_mh tape stretch occurs during acce]c.vation? ttow
close to the final velocity need the tape be before it is useful? t]ow
long does the tape. continue to move?
-When a co_pa]:isoI_ of efficiency of tape use is attempted between serial
and para].lel recording, complications enter since tape speeds differ,
skew during acceleration is more of a problem with parallel data then
with serial data, packing density differs (usually) between serial and
parallel., because the serial normally can use biphase coding which is
often difficult with parallel data etc.
TaMe V, on the following page, lists con_parison points between the
serial and parallel methods. Table VI lists the advantages and dis-
advantages of each.
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- Table V
Parallel
Input data n_ust be in parallel form
Redundant coding is possible
Tape speed is lower for same data rate
Packing del_sJty is limited by skew
There are no interruptions in recording
of the data
Unless there is a high speed available in
the transport, rewind takes time.
Parallel allows the greatest bit rate
where highest speed is limited.
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Serial
Input data must be in serial form
lledundanL coding is not possible
Tape speed is highc.r. The factor
is Number of tracks in paral]el
case
2
Packing density is about two times
that possible with parallel case
The data is interrupted each time
that the tape reverses direction
No rewind is required, because,
_,ith an even number of tracks,
the tape is returned to starting
position after each comp]ete
record or reproduce cycle.
Serial allows use of low bit rate
where lowest speed is limited
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mTable VI
Serial lX4etho d
Adva_ltage.s..
Packing de_sJty not lilnited by skew.
Uses o_c signal processing cham_el
Rapid access.
More data per tape area.
Possible to playback data while recording
without loss of data
Parallel Method
Advantag__
Error correcting coding possible
Large amounts of data per second.
Relatively si_r_ple control' logic.
Disadval_tagc s
Bit position not certain.
Complicated coder and decoder.
More tape, passes, higher speed.
Loss of data durimg tape reversal.
Dis a dva llta ge s
Skew limits packing density
Requires extremely low speed
tPor slow data rate output.
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3. 5 }{e]iabi]ity Col_s_derations of Seria] and Pa]'_]]cl Methods
3.5.1
3.5.2
Introduction
Some of the important i)erfor]_ance m_d tecln_ical aspects of serial
and parallel data recording have been discussed in the previous sections.
This section presents some of the considerations that are important to
achieve high]y reliable long ]ife - failure free recorder perforlnance.
Reliability estimates are presented for several typical n_ultichannel
recorder configurations having a range of complexity which will permit
trade-offs to be made among such factors as serial and parallel, num-
bers of channels, operating tin_e, and performance success criteria. In
addition, soJne qualitative factors having a tangib]e effect on achievab]e
recorder electronics reliability are discussed.
Serial Data Recording
The reliability b]ock diagram for a typical 3nu]tic]_annel serial recording
data e]ectronics £ubsystcm is slaown in iVigure 28.'4-" Each of the elements
of this subsysten_ is essential to the successful performance of the recorder.
Failure of any one or more of these major elemenCs will cause significant
loss of data or cause the recorder to fail complete]y.
elements of the electronics subsystem are, therefore,
ent and, for the purpose of reliability assessment,
part of a series system.
All of these major
functiona] ]y depend-
may be considered as
_:_ All referenced figt-_res and tables are included at the end of this section.
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'The reliability values for the various elements in Figure Z8 combine
b)' the product rule as shown by the model below Figure 28. The relia-
bility of each major element of the recorder data electronics is a function
of the failure rate { 2, ) of the parts which comprise the assenubly, and
the time period (t) over which the subsysten2 is operated.
In estimating the reliability of the various elements of the recorder
electronics, the failure rate of parts is assumed to be constant with
time. This is considered valid and conservative for high quality parts
which are adequately derated and applied ]n accordalJce with good
engineering practices.
- ;_t
For a constant failure rate the reliability of a single part 1_ = e
and, for a group of N parts in a serial system,
-( >'1 + )'
elelnent formed by the N parts is exl_
the reliability of the
2 + )'3 +--- _'n)t.
Table VII contain_s a tabulation of the generic part failure tate values and
derating values that have been used in estimating the reliability of the
various recorder configurations.
have been evaluated.
contains 31 channels.
Two typical multicham_el serial recorder data electronics cow, figurations
One configuration contains eight channels and the second
The estimated parts count for each of the major ele-
ments required by these recorder configuratio!_s is sunurnarized in Table
VIII. The total failure rate for each generic part group and t]_e total
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failure rate for the 8 and 31 channel config_irations are also presented
in Table VIII. It will be noted that the inverter power supply, inverter
control, the data cncoder and re. cord amplifier, and the decoder and
playback amplifier are identical in both configurations. The remaining
elements vary in complexity as a function of the number of channels in
the recorder configuration.
The estimated reliability of the 8 and 31 channel aerial configurations
as a function of operating time over the range of 100 to 5000 hours is
tabulated in Table IX. These values are p]o/ted in Figures 29 and 30
for the 8 and 31 channel configurations respectively.
3. 5.3 Parallel Data Recordb_g Configurations
For this method of recordil_g 8 and 31 channel configurations will be
evaluated to permit con_parison with the serial configurations previously
discussed. The multichannel parallel configuration is more complex and
contains nnore parts than a serial recorder with the same number of data
tracks. For this reason, the parallel recorder also has a higher total
rate of failure than a corresponding seriz_l recorder.
Despite these disadvantages, the multichannel parallel recorder has the
very distinct advantage that the effect of a small nutnber of channel
failures on loss of data can be compensated, to a degree, by the use of
parity c]_ecks and redundancy error codes as discus,_;ed in the previous
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section. This permits the loss of one or several channels without
significantly reducing overall rccordel" performance.
A reliability block diagram for a typical nmltichanncl parallel recorder
data electronic subsystem is sho\vn in Figure 31. To estimate the proba-
bility that the recorder will survive for an operating time "t" with no
channel failures, t}le n_odel in the lower part of Figure 31 nlay be used.
For this ease, it is assumed that all elements of the recorder must
survive, and operate satisfactorily, for the mission period, and that
the re]labilities of individual elements colnbine by the product rule as
shown by the model. A more generalized model, which can be used when
some fraction x/n of the channels may be permitted to fail, is given in
Figure 32.
The estimated parts counts of the major elements required for the 8 and
31 cham_el parallel recorder configurations are stm_n_arized in Table X.
Also presented in Table X are the total failure rate for each generic part
group and the total failure rate for the 8 and 31 channel configurations.
These parts associated with R6, RT, and R 8 are serial elements whose
failure would result in complete failure of the recorder, regardless of how
many failures can be permitted in the channels. The failure rate of the
elements X 6, Pv7, and ?v 8 = 0.816°70/1000 hours. For the 8 channel
configL_ration the total failure rate for elements P. 1 to -)' 5 inclusive =
5. 5166%/1000 hours. For the 31 channel configuration the corresponding
failure rate is 21.6855_I0/1000 hours.
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3.5.4
Rank
The estimated reliability values for the 8 and 31 channel parallel
configuration, as a function of oper_lting time over t]_e range 100 to
5000 hours, is tabulated _n Table IX. For each configuration, ]-e]iabi]ity
values were con_puted for zero channel failures and one channel failu]'e.
For the 3] channel configuration, the probability that not more than two
channel failures would occur was also computed. These various values
are plotted in Figures Z4 and 30 to enable direct comparisons to be made
with the 8 and 31 channel serial configurations.
Comparison of I{eliab_lity Potential of Serial and Parallel Configurations
The configurations,
are:
rated in order of decreasing reliability potential
CONI_IGURATION
8 Cham_el
1 parallel, 1 channel failure allowed parallel,
2 serial parallel,
3 parallel, no channel failures allowed serial
4 _- parallel,
31 Chani_el
Z channel failures allowed
1 channel failure allowed
no channel failures allowed
For both the 8 and 31 chanlml configurations, parallel recording, in \.1.'t_h
one or more channel failures may be allowed, has a higher reliabil :_ . n
serial recording, while serial recording has a higher probability of ._. :_'ival
than tlm parallel case in which no chamlel fai]ures are allowed. It will be
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3.5.5
noted from Figure 30 that, for the 31 channel configt_rat_ons, the
probability of survival for parallel recording \vith 1 channel failure
allowed ]1as a lower probability of survival than tlne corresponding
serial configuration for operating times greater than 3700 hours,
although out to 5000 lnours the differences are small, t%ecause of
its more desirable reliability profile for times <3700 hours, the
parallel case with one channel failure allowed is preferable to the serial
approach.
Other Considerations
The reliability c. stimatcs for the serial configurations of parallel and
serial recording data electronics subsysten_s, given in the precccding
discussio_, are predicated on the basis of high quality, commercially
available parts having failure rates of the values shown in Table VII.
It is possible to obtain parts hav_ng failure rates lower than the value
shown in Table VII. These require special process controls, extensive
screening tests and careful application control. These processes, while
highly desirable, reflect themselves in increased part costs. The decision
to specify that these processes be employed is an economic trade-off
beyond the scope of this study. _As a rule of thumb, if the overall failure
rate is reduced by 1/Z, the operating time axis in Figures Z and 3 can
be extended by a factor of two for the same reliability values on the Abscissa
scales. This then permits co_H_arisons to be made for any failure rate values
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v"that n:ay be ohtainable.
Part fai]ure rates are also influenced by the environmental conditions
to which the parts arc subjected. Such conditions as in-flight tempera-
tures, radiation effects, and pre-lmmch sterilization can have a signi-
ficant effect on the failure rate. Efforts must be made to minimize
temperature excursions during use, by adequate derating, heat sinking,
and proper thermal design. Radiation d_magc must 1)e minimized by
using parts having a high degree of radiation resistance and by providing
adequate shielding to n_inimize damage due to cumulative radiation
dosage. All. parts used should be of a type that have been qualified to
withstand the various space environmental conditions to which they will.
be subjected, in addition to having demonstrated and ability to withstand
sterilization without degradation of performance.
For long space missions, the problen]s of part paranmter stability and
the resultant effects on circuit performance become quite important.
Digital circuits are inherently l_qore tolerant of part parameter ct_anges
than are analog circuits. Hence, the part stability requirements for analog
circuits l]lay be more stringent than for applications of the same part in
digital circuits. Since all parts have a tendency to vary over predictable
ranges with time, it is highly desirable that all circuits, both analog and
digital, be subject to worst case analyses to ensure that they will be capable
of operating satisfactorily, with the variatJo_s in part parameters which
may occur, in long tinle duratSon space flights.
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RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM AND MODEL FOR MULTICHA__NEL SERIAL RECORDING ELECTRONICS
SYSTEM
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FIGURE 28
TAB LE VII
PEIAEGTRONIC PART FAILURt£ }{ATIE VALU]!;S AND AI_PLICATION
DERAT]NG C]{ITtERIA
Generic Part Class
Resistors,
Capacitors,
Capacitors,
Diodes, Signal
Diodes, Zencr
Transistors,
Tran sisters,
Relays
Fixed Carbon
Ce ramic
Tantalum
Signal. Silicon
Power, Silicon
Transformers & Inductors
Potentiometers
Connectors
Transistors, Photo Sensitive
Diodes, Ga. As.
Thermistors
Filter, Feedthrough
Integrated Circuits (flip flop & gates)
Crystals
Record llead (per track)
Derating
(nqaxirnuln opcrat.ing conditions)
< 50% power
< 50% voltage
< 50% voltage
< 10% power
< 40% power
< 10% power
< 25% power
< 25% rated contact curl'ent
<100 ° C
Failure ]late
( %/looo hours)
00035
OO07O
O3O
001
010
010
010
100
O30
011
OOZ/con -t- . 001/pin
05O
100
O3
OO5
02
00Z
018/track
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TABLE VI II
ESTIMATED PARTS COUNT AND FAILURE RATE VALUES FOR 8 Ax\TD 31 CHANNEL SERIAL
RECORDING ELECTRONICS SUBSYSTE>_
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RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM fl_\TD MODEL FOR MULTICHANNEL PARALLEL
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RELIABILITY MODEL FOR MULTICHANNEL PARALLEL RECORDING ELECTRONICS SUBSYSTEM
IN WHICH A LIMITED NUMBER OF CHAIXrNEL FAILURES CAN BE PERMITTED
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Let RA = _/RI o R Z • R3 • R4 _ R5 = composite reliability of a single channel
R B = R6 _ R7 _ R8 composite reliability of all serial elements whose failure
would result in complete failure of the recorder.
Then R T =
Where R 1 . R 8 correspond to the elements shown in the Reliability Block Diagram
in Figure 31.
x N-R
RA (I-RA)R "RB
Whe re N = Number of channels in recorder
x = Maximum number of channel failures permitted
R T = Probability that the recorder will operate satisfactorily with friction
N-x/N of the recorder channels running for time T
RA= Are as defined above
R B
For the case where no channel failures are permitted:
R T = (RA)N o RB which reduces to the model shown in Figure 31.
3.6 Comparison of Analog and Digital Recording Techniques
• i ¸"
There are aregls where there is no choice which of the methods to use .
Analog recording is characterized by the ability to handle large amounts
of data, but not very well. Digital recording can handle only a relatively
small amount of data, but calihandle it very well.
For a given amount of data, analog recording will record the information
on a much shorter length of tape. If we assume that the information
bandwidth is from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz, a tape speed of 1 ips would be
quite adequate for analog. For digital, assuming a resolution of 32 levels,
this would require 15, 000 bits per second. Using a packing density of
2000 bits/inch of tape, a tape speed of 7.5 ips would be needed. In
actuality, the analog system could handle considerably more than the
1 kHz bandwidth. Since the amount of tape for a given amount of data is
much greater for digital, one would expect the weight and size of a
digital machine to be considerably greater than that of an analog machine
having the same capacity. Argueing against this, is the fact that the use
of analog recording usually requires lower flutter than does the digital.
If the amount of data is large, the analog machine would definately have
the advantage of lower weight and size.
Start time differences between analog and digital are caused by the following
factors: For the same data, a digital machine will usuaIly be operating
at a higher speed. The analog machine, however, is more susceptible
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"to the influence of flutter. Ii1 general, one would expect the low speed
machine to reach speed sooner than the high speed mechanism. Since
the analog machine requires more nearly constant speed than the digital
machine, and will probably have greater inertia, and because the time
to start a synchronous motor-driven machine tends to be dominated by
the inertia of the motor, rather than the inertia of the rest of the system,
the end result is that the two systems will start in about the same time.
In fact, a little more time will be required for the analog machine to
reach the required steady-state speed. However, if the drive used employs
servo, the analog machine will usually have the advantage of lower
start time because the inertia of the motor is not as limiting a factor with
servo drive. In addition, with the servo drive, assuming the same data,
there will be less tape in the analog case, and hence, the start time will
be less due to the reduced mass.
Summarizing:
Synchronous
Motor Drive
Servo Drive
Analog start time slightly longer
Analog start time appreciably shorter
The physical transport will be essentially the same in either analog or
digital recording. In the case of the analog recording, there must be
greater care in the design of the machine to avoid flutter, bounce of the
tape, etc. Rotating components will be nearly the same, with some
possibility of an additional speed reduction in the analog case, depending
on the exact data to be recorded. In any case, the tape speed would be less
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'by a large factor {10 or more) for the recording of analog data.
The required tape guidance accuracy in the two cases is similar, with the
analog recording requiring the greater accuracy. With digital recording
the only tape guidance problem that one expects to encounter is skew.
In the case of serial recording of digital data, skew is not a problem. With
analog, skew is usually a minor part of the guidance problem. In addition
to skew, azimuth, scrape flutter, tape bounce, and weaving of the tape
path all become serious problems. Where scrape flutter produces only
very minor jitter with digital recording, it produces major frequency
modulation on the data when analog recording is used. Weaving of the
tape can cause amplitude error with analog recording and occasionally,
in severe cases, can cause crosstalk between channels. Tape bounce
can affect the high frequency response of a channel. This is particularly
severe if the information recorded i.s the modulation of a high frequency signal.
In summary, the'guidance requirements in the case of analog recording are
much more severe.
With regard to degradation of performance with time, analog recording
becomes slightly degraded very quickly, and the degradation continues
to increase rather gradually, until tl_e time the head wears out, when there
is a rapid loss of high frequency response.
Digital recording methods do not follow this pattern. They typically
continue to operate at very near their new condition until a degradation
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threshold is reached, when the output rather rapidly fails and the
error rate increases drastically. With optimum design, severe degrada-
tion of the analog signal will occur before the digital signal is appreciably
affected.
Usually, flutter is not a severe problem in digital recording. The only
instance where it becomes as significant a worry as analog is in the case
of digital information that is to be reproduced and telemetered over a
long distance link. In this application, there is some advantage to using
a servo system to phase iock the reproduced data to a crystal oscillator,
and reclock the data as it is reproduced. In this way all timing irregu-
larities of the reproduced data may be removed. This is not possible with
analog data because it cannot be reclocked. It is possible to use a phase
lock servo in such a manner that the time delay error (or Time Base
Error} of analog data can be held to a low value, but this still does not
remove the high frequency fiutter components. The effect of flutter can
be severe on analog data.
Some of the factors which produce amplitude variations in analog repro-
duction are as follows: Variation of density of magnetic particIes in the
tape can cause variation of the output of the tape (This is usually termed
clumping) as can variations of the thickness of the coating, roughness of
the backing, and roughness of the surface of the tape. This last is a parti-
cularly severe problem with high frequency data. An effect similar
to, but much n_ore severe than, the effect of tape surface roughness results
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"from accumulation of oxide or the presence of small particles on the
tape. These produce a decrease in amplitude, particularly of the high
d
frequencies. The magnitude of the effect is about 55_ db, where d
is the separation of the tape and the head produced, and p_ is the wave-
length of the signal in question, both expressed in the same units.
until the signal loss is so severe
When
This
Digital recording is unaffected by this,
that pulses are reproduced below the threshold of the electronics.
this happens, the reproduced d_gital data rapidly becomes unusable.
norlnally occurs with n-inCh lnore severe tape separation than that required
to n_ake the analog data quite unreliable.
It should be mentioned that there is the possibility of using coding to
eliminate errors with digital data. When this is done, digital recording
can be expected to result in data having a very high level of confidence that
the data is correct. It is never possible to do this with analog recording;
since analog errors are not quantized, error correcting codes are not
possible. Analog data always has some error associated with it.
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m3.7 Discussion of Considerations in Selection of Servo Control or Synchronous
3.7.1
Drive Systems
General Servo Considerations
There are a number of tape recorder drives possible using servo
control of the capstan motor. There are systenls using only a discrimin-
ator, and those employing phase detection. The systems using discrim-
inator only (Figure 38_:"provide, under the best of circumstances, fairly
good control of tape speed wit]] reasonable flutter. If such a system is
implemented with tacholncter to provide tI_e feedback signal, the results
are similar to those using a synchronous motor except that the motor
speed cannot be held exactly over a period of time. If the feedback signal
is taken from the tape (Figure 39), a discriminator type servo can give
fairly good control of steady state s_eed, and good control of flutter.
If it is desired to control the speed of the tape rather well {so far as the
steady state speed is concerned) a phase detector and a stable reference
frequency must be used.
If the phase detecting servo obtains its feedback signal from a tachometer
(Figure 40) attached to the motor shaft,
synchronous _notors _nay be obtained.
results rather close to the use of
The main difference while running
is that the servo tends to be a "stiffer" drive than a synchronous motor
because there are no belts needed between the motor and the capstan shaft.
* All figures referenced in this section are included at the end of the section.
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If highly accurate speed control is needed, or if preservation of time is
required, this may be attained by using a phase lock servo, which obtains
its feedback (Figure 6 and Figure 7) from the tape during reproduction. The
usual case is that recording is done with the servo locking the output of a
tachometer to a stable frequency. While the data is being recorded, a
"clock track" is also recorded. The clock signal is typically derived from
a crystal oscillator. Phase lock to the clock track occurs during playback.
This type of servo is characterized by extremely low flutter at low
rates, and by exact preservation of frequency. Time base error (TBE)
is the usual criterion for tl_e evaluation of operation of a phase lock to
tape system. TBI'2 is the time difference between the data reproduced
on playback, and the output of the crystal oscillator to which the tape is
phase locked. It is usually in terms of peak-to-peak, two sigma limit,
or rlYl s.
In common with 'any servo system, a servo controlled tape transport is
sensitive to external disturbances and to imperfections (noise) in the
means used to sense the output. The noises and disturbances, which
will be considered here, are as shown in the diagram of the block s
of the servo system (Figure 37).
D1 consists of all those disturbances which affect the motor speed. Some
of the sources are torque ripple in the motor, bearing friction in the motor,
or coupled to the motor,
torque fron_ reels, etc.
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angular accelleration of the transport, reflected
DZ coJ_sists of all those disturbances which affect
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nrelative motion of the tape and playback head. The DZ component which
causes the principal degradation in transport operation is varying friction
of the tape against heads, guides, and so forth (giving rise to "scrape
flutter"). Other DZ components are vibration of the head or the capstan
or guides relative to the transport, variation in tape tension causing
stretching of the tape between the capstan and the reproduce head, etc.
It ought to be noted that as here defined, D1 and DZ are not completely
independent. It is possible for a reel irregularity, for example, to cause
variation in tape tension which will slightly change the speed of the motor.
This same change in tension wi]l cause stretching of the tape between the
capstan and the head. During playback, the flutter recorded on the tape
is included in D2.
N1 is the tachometer noise. The nature of this noise depends on the type
tachometer used. When the tachorn'eter uses the coincidence of teeth of
two gears, one fixed to the transport and one fixed to the motor shaft,
the errors are minin_uln because this type of tachol_eter can be designed
to cause cancellation of almost all the error cauaed by gear imperfections.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to use this type of tachometer for a high
performance servo system because the number of samples during a
revolution of the motor shaft is detern_ined by the number of teeth on
the gear.
The type of tachometer most often used is optical in nature. There
are alternate clear and opaque regions near the edge of a disc. Eight
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passes through the disc, through a stationary pattern which duplicates
the light and dark regions on the disc, and then, to a light sensitive
element. This type of tachometer allows a larger number of samples
than the gear type (on the order of 5000 lines), but does not offer the
error cancelling features of the gear tachometer. The only averaging
that occurs is that which takes place at the graticule located between
the tachometer disc and the light sensing element. This is caused by
line to line spacing errors. 13ecause the graticule is comprised of a
number of lines, any error between two lines on the tachometer is
L
averaged over the number of lines on the graticule. The extent of this
averaging is limited by the nmnber of possible lines that can be used on
the graticule. This number is, in turn, limited by the nature of the
optics associated with the light source and sensing element. The servo
speed controls discussed here utilize optical tachometers.
The noise produced by an optical tachometer arises froln two main
sources. The first is the lack of concentricity of the pattern as it
rotates because of the dimensional runout and nmunting tolerances.
This produces a noise which is almost purely sinusoidal in nature, with
a frequency equal to the rotational rate of the shaft on which the tachometer
is mounted. Reasonable care will hold the magnitude of this noise to a
small fraction of a percent of flutter. Peak-to-peak, this is numerically
equal to the percentage represented by the total indicated runout of the
radius of the pattern.
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"The 511 noise of greatest concern is that which is produced by errors in
the positions of the lines on the tachonmtcr disc. Typically/, {when the master
tachometer disc is produced on a ruling n_achine) there are systen_atic errors
in line location. These errors produce a flutter indication which is
harmonically related to the speed of the shaft on which the tachon_eter
is nlounted. The systematic error may be repeated a large nun_ber of
times around the disc. (In one case, such errors occurred 40 tiJnes
around the disc) In addition, there are randolnly distributed errors in
line position. Discs which eliminate this noise are not comn_ercially
available.
It is possible to make a n_aster tachometer disc which is fairly free of
these imperfections by clectro-n_echanical means. A general process for
producing a n_astcr tachonmter disc is to mount a good ruled tachon_eter
or a geartooth tachonqeter, a heavy'flywheel, a motor and a photograph-
ically sensitive _lisc on a single shaft. The bearings must be as good
as possible. The ruled tachometer or geartooth tachometer is phase
locked to a crystal oscillator, and the crystal oscillator is used to
trigger light pulses which strike the photographic plate through a narrow
slit. If the nature of the servo is correct, and the process is continued
for a time, when the plate is developed,
with extremely low error. In particular,
close together will be very nearly uniform.
is particularly important.
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the re suit will be a tachometer
the spacing of lines which are
As will be seen later, this
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mN2 is tile error involved in the process of phase detection from the tape.
This can be caused by an instability of the reference oscillator. However,
this stability is usually quite good. The main contributor to NZ is the
electrical noise which is present in the clock channel output. Since
the clock signal, as reproduced, is usuaJly a sinusoid, Gaussian noise
will produce a shift in the timing of the zero crossing of the clock signal.
Because the zero crossing time is used to determine the phase difference
between the clock signal and the reference signal, this shifting of the zero
crossing will also produce errors when the discrilninator is connected
to the clock track. Means of nlinin_izing this noise are; to lx_aximize the
slope of the reproduced clock signal in the region of the zero crossing
(By increasing the clock frequency or amplitude} passing the clock
signal through a filter which rejects frequencies which are far removed
from the clock signal and using a good quality preamplifier at the head.
(A similar noise can occur with the optical tachmneter, but usually
the signal to noise ratio at the output of the photoelectric transducer is
very high. )
It should be noted that the noise, in both the case of N1 and N2, is in
the form of Time Base Error. There is a relationship between TBE
and flutter which involves a factor of(D between the two. For a component
at radian frequency gO , TBE is proportional to 53 times flutter. Thus,
the predominant frequency injection experienced results in flutter at
the high end of the servo frequency response. (As a first order approx-
imation, random error generated TBE spectral density tends to be rather
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flat with frequency. )
Typical gain of a servo system (any servo system which is designed to
provide the maxinnun_ benefit of feedback, without the possibility of
instability) has a loop gain against frequency plot similar to Figure 43.
The decrease of gain with increasing frequency averages about 30 db/decade.
The flutter at very low frequencies is reduced to vanishingly low levels.
The TBE is appreciable, because of the (J factor in the conversion of
flutter spectrai'_'_lensity to TBE spectral density. It is to be noted that
the TBE of a s} 5te_ is eq_t:._ralent to the position error of a servo system.
The theorems for a position servo system apply.
The mechanical mode], that will be used for derivation of various servo
control tape transports will be consistent with a Kinelogic recorder having
a DC pancake torque motor,
lines ruled around its edge,
a photoelectric tachometer which has radial
and design steps taken in regard to the tape
and belt paths to avoid resonance problems.
Assumptions and derivations follow:
The data are, for the most part, transformed to flutter, or velocity
form, rather than to position, or TBE form. Conversions back to
TBE are made at the end of calculation.
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3. 7. 1. 1 Velocity Transfer
The transfer from motor voltage to motor velocity for the I_inelogic
transport considered is:
10 (Z. 5 X 10-_s_ +. 8 X 10_s + 1)
(. 05s + 1) (1. 5 X 10-Ss_4- • 62 X 10-3 s+l)
radianS/volt s
The transfer from capstan velocity to tape speed is assumed to be
unity. While this is not strictly true, it is an assumption which is very
nearly exact for the frequencies at which the servo is active.
Values for T 3 and T 4 for which stability exists are:
T 3 = - Z8 (10-3s + 1) (Z. 5 X 10-4s + 1)
(2.8 X 10-as + 1) (1.Z5 X 10-4s + 1)
3 X i0 3
T 4 -
3.7. 1.2 Noise Factors in Optical Tachometers
Assume a tachometer which provides an output frequency of 104 Hz and
assume that the RMS position error of the lines to be K times the separation
of two adjacent lines. Under these conditions, what is the resultant noise?
If it is further assumed that the position errors are uncorrelated and
Gaussian, the rms timing error will be:
10 -4 k seconds rms
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is constant over the band to 10klIz, then:
(¢5(f) = 10 -12 X k _ (seconds)_/cycle
and ¢__(f) = (Z?rf)2(10 --1= X k 2) {seconds)_/cycle
Unfortunately, the assumption that line position error is random and
uncorrelated, is not normally correct. In practice, periodic errors
occur. Once around errors, twice around, and even 40 times around
have all been observed. This can give rise to appreciab]e flutter
injection.
Cons ide r: Capstan rotation of 10 rps 1000 lines on tachometer
k = .01 peak, 40 times around and sinusoidal.
This results in . 5% p-p flutter. (The peak linear error of this tachometer
assuming a 2 inch diameter pattern, is 63 /1 inches in the above case.
Errors of this size are difficult to avoid.
3.7.1.3 Noise Contributed to Tape Signal (N2)
The principal contributor to N2 is the electrical noise in the clock track
playback.
Assume simple zero crossing detection of a sinusoid to which band limited
Gaussian noise has been added. Assume a frequency of 10 4 Hz for the
sinusoid. Also, assume noise which has constant spectral density over
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I3.7.1.4
the frequencies of 5 kIlz to 15 kHz, and a signal-to-noise ratio of
40 db rms/rms. This woudl produce an indicated TIBE of'0. 16 X 10 -G
seconds rms. The spectral density of would be 5. 12 X 10 -_s sec2/tlz.
This would correspond to a flutter spectral density of
5. 12 X i0 -Is (Z_) _ = cycle/sec
and would also correspond to O. 0260/0 rms fluLter in the band 0 to I000 Hz.
This noise source is usually not significant, though it is the limiting factor
in the theoretical phase lock servo (See Develet, IEIEE Transactions
on Audio, May - June, 1964)
Capstan Rotation Irregularities due to Disturbance. {D1)
This noise is caused principally by the following factors:
1) Motor torque variations due to position change. (torque ripple)
2) Motor brush friction and bearing frictions.
3) Reel rate variations.
The largest factor is usua]ly that due to motor torque variations.
Assuming the case of the Kinelogic recorder considered, the capstan
speed is 12 rps and the torque ripple of the motor is 7% peak at 31 cycles/
revolution. The value of D1 would be 0. 105% rms flutter at 372 Hz.
The corresponding TBE is 0.45 _ sec rms. at 30 ips tape speed.
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3.7.1.5 Ca]cul.ation of the effect of NZ,
and Phase Lock to Tape
D1 and D2, in the Case of Frequency
The component of V t (Figure4Z)due to these factors is:
V t = DZ + TzD 1 + (T3 + T 4) T1TzN2
1 + (T 3 + T 4) TIT z
where T1, T Z, T 3 and T 4 are as previously defined (Figure 37)
Since T 2 is taken as a unity, we have:
D 1 + D Z L
+ N 2
l+L I+L
As can be seen from the curves associated with the loop gain (Figure 42)
the output due to a value of D1 of 0. 1% rms at 370 cycles would be
0. 13% rms flutter at the same frequency. It should be noted that this is
the most severe kind of frequency for the injectSvn of flutter from this
source because the flutter is actually increased from the value which
it would be if the system were open loop.
The rejection of the D1 and DZ disturbances fall off at about 30 db/decade,
and there is unity transmission of these factors at high frequency. In the
case of the NZ factor, this has a transmission of unity at low frequencies.
At high frequencies, the transmission fails off at a rate determined by the
high frequency poles of the transfer functions. The effect of low frequency
noise is to perturb the output to the level of the noise. The effect of
low frequency disturbance is very low, since this is attenuated by the
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open loop gain of the servo. At high frequencies, where the open loop
gain is quite low, the transmission of these disturbances is nearly unity.
The distx_rbances resulting from reel rates arc at a low frequency,
perhaps 2 to 5 cycles per second, in the case of a machine operating
at 30 ips. If we assume 1% rms flutter from rcel rates, with the open
loop system, closing the loop will cause this value to be reduccd by the
loop gain, which is in the vicinity of 40 or 50 db. This reduces the
resulting flutter to something on the order of 0. 01% rn_s. The inain
flutter from the D1 and DZ sources is the result of scrape flutter which
has a spectral density that is approxin_ately uniforn_ with frequency.
Most of this band is high frequency and outside the range of the servo.
It should be noted that the only n_eans, which allow control of scrape
flutter, are to prevent its generation and to use a tape path which closely
couples the capstan inertia.
Scaling to other tape speeds may be done by considering the resultant
change in the frequency of the disturbance, the change in the amplitude
of the disturbance, if any, caused by the change in the tape speed, and
the change in the loop gain due to the change in the frequency of the
disturbance. In addition, in the case where the tape speed is drastically
changed, it is necessary to consider if the loop gain need be changed (In
the case of low tape speed, the sampling associated with the phase detection
becomes a factor, and the frequency at 0 db loop gain must be decreased.).
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When this is done,
re sult:
for the system under discussion,
TABLE XI
the following factors
Total Flutter
Speed D 1 DZ N Z rms summation pc al<- to- peak"s
63 ips 0.105% 0.01% 0.0025% 0.11% 0.39%
30 ips o. 13 % o. 01% o. 005 % o. 13% o. 45%
0. 7 ips 0. 34 % 0.34% 0.2 % 0. 34% 1. 19%
0.07 ips 14.0 % 0.1% 2.0 % 14.3 % 50.0 %
The flutter is composed of random and mixed frec_uencies of sine waves.
The peak-to-peat< value is, therefore, taken as 3.5 times the rms value
to allow for the random mixture.
Part of the degradation il_ the 0. 07 ips case is because of the need to
reduce the frequency of the 0 db loop gain poin| due to the decrease in
clock frequency.
Ignored in the above is the scrape flutter component. The Kinelogic
machine, which served as the prototype for the calculations had a
flutter - when operated at 30 ips - of 0. 18% rms. This was the value
when using frequency lock and phase lock to the tachometer. When
operated at the same speed, using frequency and phase lock to the tape,
the flutter was 0.09%. Comparing this with the above table,
seen that the table is based on conservative assumptions.
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3.7. 1. 6 Start Time
System start time has two main components. The first is the physical
limitation on how fast the motor can drive the inertias of the system
to the proper speed, considering the limitation on the torque available
at the reels because of the finite friction of the tape and the belt on
the capstan. After this time has passed, there is still the need to
allow the rotation to come out of the transient state, etc. It is a reason-
able approximation to our system to consider one with a loop gain of:
1 Zs+l
2s2 0.5s + 1
and a configuration of:
The following approximations will be made:
The torque available to accellerate the tape does not exceed 3 oz-in.
(This is the limit imposed by the design of the particular transport which
is used in the servo part of this discussion.) The torque available at
the motor is 10 oz-in. The inertia of the motor and the capstan is 0.00Z
oz. inches sec2. The inertia reflected to the capstan of 550 feet of ¼inch
tape is 0.00044 oz-in-sec 2 The inertia of the tape reflected to the capstan
is proportional to the length of tape. This is a conservative assumption,
when the plot is started with the smallest reel.
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This transfc, r is similar to the transfer of our system in the region of
unity loop gain, and normalized to equals 1 when the open loop gain
equals 1. When this system is derived by a step function, the I,aplace
transform of the output is:
which,
1 1 2s+l
s s+l +s+l
when converted back to time functions, is:
__ _ o.s-t
I 4- E -2_ co. _)o._
When this is evaluated for different t, we find that it is within 5% of its
final value within 1 cycle of the frequency of unity loop gain, within 0. 5%
by two cycles, and when three cycles have passed, the value is within
about 0.01% of final.
If we assume that the frequency at unity loop gain is 300 cycles, then it
takes a little over 3 milliseconds to be within 5% of final speed, and about
7 _nilliseconds to be within 0. 5% of final speed - after the electronics
have come out of saturation. This is without respect to final tape speed.
It will be assumed that the settling time is 7 milliseconds, for all
speeds above 5 ips, and . 30 milliseconds for very low speeds, reflecting
the forced reduction of the servo bandwidth.
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On this basis,
and stop time,
Final Tape Speed
0.07 inches per sec.
7.5 inches per sec.
30 inches per sec.
60 inches per sec.
the start time,
is :
doubled so as to include both start
550 ft of 3_ in tape 4600 ft of I in tape
60 milliseconds
Z4 milliseconds
55 n_illiseconds
92 milliseconds
6Z milliseconds
210 milliseconds
800 milliseconds
1. 58 seconds
3.7. 1. 7 Power Required by Transport
The type motor used in the servo controlled transports requires an
amount of current which will develop 3 to 4 oz-in of torque. Assuming
the use of a 28 volt supply, this can be assured with a low speed motor
having a torque sensitivity of about Z8 oz-in per amp, giving a power
drain of 4. 08 watts. For a high speed system, the motor used has to
have a torque sensitivity of about 16 oz-in per amp. Using an available
motor, this amounts to 6.8 watts.
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3.7.2 ttysteresis Sychronous Drive System
The hysteresis synchronous motor drive system is straight forward and
is prinaarily characterized by excellent speed repeatability. The nlajor
linlitations on speed repeatability are the frequency stability of the
power source and variations in torque. In the usual polyester film
belt drive system, there is a difference between the speed ratio as
deterlT;ined by the geolnctry of the systen_ and that which is actually
obtained. This difference is proportional, to the torque load and is
designated as creep. The creep is an effect resulting frona elastic
deflection in the drive belts and occurs at all loads below the capacity
of the belt system. There is a similar but smaller action called slip
within the hysteresis synchronous motor near full load. Thu_ variations
in torque will cause similar variations in speed. The total creep is
on the order of several tenths of a percent and ILe variations are,
therefore, quite small. It is possible to con_pensate for the creep
encountered in a drive systenl to bring the average speed as close
as desired to the design speed by suitable identification of pulleys.
In many lnachines, the recorded tape is played back on the salne transport
and absolute tape speed is only of academic interest.
The hysteresis synchronous motor must run at a high speed to develop
sufficient power and efficiency. This high speed power source, in turn,
requires a speed reduction drive train. When polyester film belts
are used in the drive train, there is sufficient compliance in the belt
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system to cause the system to have torsional resonances with frequencies
in the range of 20 I-Iz to, possibly, 500 Hz. Under normal-conditions the
torsional vibrations are sufficiently damped by friction so that this is
not a problem. It is even better if some inertia is provided in the tape
path. When the system is excited in a torsional mode, the tape flutter
can build up to large values and even cause comp!ete loss of tape tension.
The analytica] treatment of the Iso-Elastic drive system with a hysteresis
synchronous drive motor is extren_ely difficult. One attempt to analyze
a particular system can be found in "Tape Recorder Reproducer Mechanism,
Worst Case Analysis, Final Report; J. Lueder, I. Karsh, G. t3arr, R Bruns;
3PL Contract No. 950903. " This report covers an analytical and a
computer simulation treatment of the model. There was reasonable
correspondence found between the two treatments and actual measurements
of the equipment analyzed, tIowever, the correspondence was not good
enough to indicate that the model could be used directly in the design
of similar systems.
For this reason, the data obtained from the spectrum of machines covered
in the section on analysis of recorder characteristics will be used to
compare the synchronous drive system to the computed values for the
servo drive system.
Three characteristics are plotted (Figures 33, 34,
of tape speed. These characteristics are flutter,
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1
start plus stop time,
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Land power. The servo drive system flutter shows a distinct advantage
(Figure 34) in the intermediate speeds (from 0. Z to 2 ips) and a pro-
bable advantage at higher speeds, although the better synchronous drive
systems are about equal to the calculated values for the servo drive
system at these higher speeds. The start plus stop time (lPigure 35)
shows a distinct advantage for the servo drive systems at tape speeds
above 7.5 ips, and no distinct difference at lower tape speeds. The
synchronous drive system system shows a distinct advantage in the
power required (Figure 33) at tape speeds below 4 ips. At the higher
tape speeds the power required for a servo drive system would be
about equal to the average value for synchronous drive systems. In
these figures, computed values for the servo drive system are shown
by a dashed line while the synchronous drive system data is shown by
solid lines.
It can be seen that no clearcut superiority of one drive system exists
and that the actual requirements of each mission must be determined
before an optimum configuration can be established. If the mission
requirements are set at unrealistic values, excessive costs in time and
money may re suit.
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Physical System Block Diagram
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> /
FIGURE 37
;,'El- o _ /T Y
C,gPST_ N VFL o G/rY
T,_PE k'rx oc/7-_
T_/ -
Transfer from motor input to capstan velocity
Transfer from capstan velocity to tape velocity
Transfer from velocity of discriminator input
to motor input
Transfer from velocity of _ detector input to
motor input
D! -
N I -
Velocity disturbances to capstan motion
Velocity disturbances _o tape motion
Noise added to capstan velocity signal
Noise added to tape velocity signal
V c - Velocity of capstan
V r - Velocity of tape
These symbols refer to Figures 36 through 44 and to text.
Physical System Block Diagram With Disturbance
And Noise Sources
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FIGURE 38
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Signal Flow Graph Of System Connected For Tachometer,
Frequency Lock Operation
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FIGURE 39
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D
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Signal Flow Graph Of System Connected For Frequency Lock
To Tape
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FIGURE 40
Signal Flow Graph Of System Connected For _ Lock To Tachometer
And Frequency Lock To Tachometer
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FIGURE 41
mh-
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Signal Flow Graph Of System Connected For _ To Tape
And Frequency Lock To Tachometer
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FIGURE 42
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(This is the connection which holds flutter and TBE
to a minimum)
Signal Flow Graph Of System Connected For @ Lock To
Tape, Frequency Lock To Tape
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3.8 Reliability Consideration in Se]cction of Servo Control or Synchronous
Drive Systems
3.8. i Introduction
This section presents a comparison of the reliability potential of
several typical tape transports using either a hysteresis synchronous
motor or a torque (servo) motor as the power source. Reliability
estimates arc presented, which wi]l permit tradeoffs to be made among
such factors as: type of drive system (Servo or Jly,_teresis Synchronous)
t{ecord/Playback speed ratio, and operating time. In addition, some
qualitative factors which have a tangible effect on achievable overall
tape transport reliability are discussed.
3.8.2 Tape Transport Configuration Consiidered
Functional bloci¢ diagrams; of a typical servo driven tape transport and
a comparable tape transport driven by a hysteresis synchronous motor
are presented in Figures 45 and 46. Some of the important features
and differences of the various transport configurations considered are
summarized in Table XII.
Each of the elements of these systems is essential to the successful
performance of the tape transport and the failure of any one or more
of these major elements will cause the transport to either perform
below its specified pcrforr_ance or to fail completely. Each of the major
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3.8.3
elements used in a tape transport are, therefore_ functionally
dependent and, for the purpose 6 reliability assessment, n_ay be
considered as part of a serial system. This is shown by the reliability
block diagrams for the servo driven tape transport and the hysteresis
motor driven tape transport in Figures 47 and 48 respectively. The
reliability values of the various elements of the tape transports combine
by the product rule as shown by the equation below IVigures 47 and 48.
Failure Rate - Life Considerations
The reliability of each major element of the tape transports is a function
of the faihtre rate { >, ) of the parts which comprise the assembly and
the time period ( t ) over which the tape transport is operated and, for
some elements, the speed at which they are operated in the tape transport.
Iaa estimating the reliability of each of the elements of the various tape
transport configurations, the following assumptions have been made
about their faiiure rates and life characteristics:
1. Electronic parts will have a failure rate which is constant with
time, and will exhibit no wearout mechanisms or excessive drift that
will affect performance of the tape transport. This is considered a vaiid
and conservative assumption for high quality parts that are adequately
derated and applied in accordance with good engineering practices. Table
XIII shows the assumed derating levels and failure rate values used for
the various generic classes of electronic parts.
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Z. Polyester fii_n bells will have times to failure which are
described L'y Weibull distribution. Belts will be derated in their
application in the tape transport to stress ratios of 1.0 or less and
as this stress level will have characteristic (mean} lives ('.:)of at
least I09 cycles. For Iso-belt applications, the Weibull slope factor
= 0.60, and for all otherbelt applications,
reverse bending stresses, the slope factor {_
which do not involve
= 1.4. Belt life estimates
are based on the data and methods of estimation given in IKinelogic
Corporation Tape Recorder Belt Study Report, prepared for JPL.':'
3. Bearing failure rates will be constant with time. Failure rates
will be based on estimated bearing loads, speed, and load rating at
operating speed, using the methods pronmlgated by the Anti-Friction
Bearing Manufacturers Association (AFBMA). It is further assumed
that bearing lubrication will be adequate for the intended operating
life time, that the tape transport will be operated in a pressurized
sealed container while operating in the space environment, and that the
bearings will be applied in accordance with good design and workmanship
practices; including adequate load derating.
*"Tape Recorder Belt Study,
Polyester and Polimide Film Belts"
California, 1965
Docurmnt 6196723
Final Report on Fatigue Life of Seamless
Kinelogic Corporation, Pasadena,
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3.8.4
4. The servo motor will have a life which is limited by the wear
life of the brushes and commutator. The servo motor will have a char-
acteristic life ( _ ) of at least 10 a cycles (does not include bearings) and
the times to failure will be characterized by a Weibull distribution, with
a slope % = 1. 5; which denotes that the failure rate and, hence, the probab-
ility of failure increases with operating time. Achievement of the char-
acteristic wear life is predicted on maintenance of a suitable environment
in the pressurized recorder container during its useful life.
Servo Driven Tape Transports
The reliability of two, nnulti-speed, servo driven tape transports were
evaluated for seven speed ratios in the range 900/1 to 7/1. One configur-
ation utilized a complete phase ]ock speed control system and the other
used a tachometer feedback, frequency discrin_ination speed control
system. In all other aspects the tape transports were identical, as
indicated by Table XII.
Table XIV contains a summary of the various electronic parts required
for the phase lock and frequency discriminator servo systems.
presents a summary of the failure rate of the servo electronics.
probability of failure of the electronic elements,
time, is shown in Figure 49.
Table XX
The
as a function of operating
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The scrvo motor has a characteristic life of 108 cycles as indicated in
section 3. 8. 3. Table XXIpresents a sumn_ary of the expected torque
motor operating speeds and number of operating cycles per hour to ach-
ieve the indicated tape speed; assuming a _ inch tape capstan. Figure 50
shows the probability of servo motor failure as a function of cunmlative
operating cycles (revolutions} of the motor. As indicated in Table XXI,
continuous operation of the torque motor for 6 months, at speeds above
200 rpm, will exceed the rated characteristic life of the motor brushes and
will have a low probability of survival for this length of operation. Fortun-
ately, the duration of the operating period at the higher operating speeds
is short compared to the operating time at the lower operating speed.
Table XXII presents the expected number of operating cycles in the
high speed (record) and low speed (playback) mode for each of the 7 speed
ratios considered. All speed combinations, except the 7/1 ratio (63/9 ips)
have total operating cycles of 8 X 10eor less. The 7/1 ratio will accrue
1.35 X 10 _ cycles in 6 months which exceeds the characteristic life. The
probability of survi val for each speed combination is also shown in Table
XXII. It will be noted that those speed combinations having 0.07 ips as
the low speed have approximately the same number of total operating cycles
and, hence, approximately the same probability of survival. This is also
true of those speed combinations having a common 0. 7 ips low speed. This
results because the average speed of the machine is very close to twice the
low speed used for playback. For the 63)9 ips (7/1 ratio) combination,
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the average speed is well above 9 ips and survival is low as a consequence.
i"
The servo driven tape transport requires 26 ball bearings (this is similar
to the I<inelogic ETM Recorder, less motor and speed reduction pulley,
suppol[t bearings). The expected failure rate of the 28 bearings as a group
adjusted for recorder tape speed, is summarized in Table XXIII. lVigure 52
shows a plot of the overall probability of bearing failure, as a function of
operating tin:m, for the various tape transport operating speeds. Using
the appropriate operating duration at each speed for the 7 speed ratios, the
probability of failure, as a function of time, was developed for the various
speed ratio.'_ as shown in Figure 52. Table XXIV shows the probability
of survival of the bearings as a group for 6 months of ope ration for each
of the 7 speed ratios.
The Servo driven tape transport used two polyester film belts, one to
interconnect the two capstans to provide proper tape tension and the Iso-
Elastic belt (Iso-belt) which turns at the same speed as the tape. The
number of operating cycles per hour for each of these belts, at the six
discrete record speeds considered, are tabulated in Table XXV. Based
on the characteristic life and Weibull slope factors for each type belt
application, Figure 53 and 54 were prepared which show the probability
of belt failure, as a function of recorder tape speed and number of
operating cycles. (The data in Figure 53 and 54 are also used for the
hysteresis synchronous motor driven recorder to be discussed in a subse-
quent section). Using the appropriate operating duration at each speed
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for the ? speed ratios, the probability of survival for 6 naonths for each
belt type was detern_ined and is sun_n_arized in Table XXVI. As with
the bearings, the probabilities of survival associated with the 0.07 ips
and 0. 7 ips specd ratios each tend to be of approximately equal value.
As indicated by Table XXVI the 63/9 ips combination has less than a 50%
chance of survival for 6 months of operation.
Using the data developed for the various element groups of the servo
driven tape transport, the overall probability of survival as a function
of operating time, operating speed combinations, and type of speed
control electronics is presented in Table XXVII. This data also shows
that, at a given time, the probability values for all speed combinations
hav!ng the same low speed value are nearly equal. Figure 55 presents
a plot of a typical set of values for each speed range.
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3. 8. 5 Hysteresis Synchronous Motor Driven Tape Tra_sport [ -
The reliability of three basic tape transport configurations using dual
speed hysteresis shnchronous motors were evaluated for the seven speed
ratios in the range 900/1 to 7/I to provide a basis of comparison with the
servo drive system discussed in Section 3.8.4. For speed combinations
of 63/. 07, 30/. 07 and 15/. 07 ips it was necessary to use three stages
of speed reduction to achieve the 0.07 ips speed with reasonable pulley
sizes. Likewise, for the 63/0. 7, 30/0. 7 and 15/0.7 ips speed combinations,
it was necessary to use Z stages of speed reductions to achieve the 0. 7 ips
speed. The 63/9 ips con_binations were achieved in a single pass speed
reduction for each speed. The belt diagrams and resulting motor, pulley
and capstan speeds are shown below the tabulation in Table XXVIII.
As shown in Table XXVIII, motor speed combinations of 12000/1500 rpm
(8/1 ratio) would be used for the 63/. 07, 63/0.7, 63/9, 30/. 74, 30/. 07 ips
speed combinations. For the 15/. 07 and 15/.7 ips combinations, a dual
wound motor of 6000/1500 rpm would be used. A duplex, magnetically
activated clutch would be used in conjunction with each speed reduction
system to couple the driven capstan to the proper speed reduction train.
the dual speed motor (less bearings) has a failure rate of 0. 60%/1000 hours.
The duplex clutch has an assumed failure rate of 0.15%/1000 hours. Both
of these numbers are consistant with data given in MIL Handbook 217 and
also, the FARADA data on failure rates of mechanical and electromechanical
devices. The probability of failure of the motor and clutch as a function
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of operating time is given in Figure 56.
Table XXIX contains a su_nmary of the various electronic parts required
for the hysteresis synchronous motor drive system. A summary of the
failure rates for the electronic parts listed in Table XXIX are presented
in Table XX. The probability of failure, as a function of operating time,
of the electro1_ics required for the Hysteresis Synchronous drive system
is shown in Figure 49.
The t Iysteresis Synchronous drive system requires 30 to 34 bearings
depending on the speed ratio used. The expected failure rate, assuming
for a worst case that 34: bearings would be used at each speed, is tabulated
in Table XXI. Figure 57 shows a plot of the overall probability of bearing
failure, as a function of operating time, for the various tape transport
operating :;peeds. Using the appropriate operating duration for each speed
for the speed ratios considered, the probability of failure as a function
of operating time was developed for the various speed ratios and is shown
in Figure 58. Table XXXI contains a tabulation of the probability of survival
of the bearings for 6 months of operation for each of the speed combinations.
The high reliability values indicated in Table XXXI justifies the simplifi-
cations that were achieved by assuming a worst case number of bearings
at all speeds. As will be discussed in more detail under belts, all of the
bearings are operating in both the high and low speed modes,
been considered in the probability of survival calculations.
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and this has
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3.8.6 Belts
The Hysteresis Synchronous drive system uses the same two type
polyester film belts used in the servo motor previously discussed. In
addition the H/S drive uses 3 to 5 additional belts, depending upon the
speed ratios, to achieve the same dual speed operation as the servo
driven tape transport. The belt diagram for each of the three basic
configurations required is shown in Table XXVIII. Table XXXII
identifies the configurations used foreach speed combination and shows
the number of operating cycles per hour for each of the 6 basic speeds.
As indicated in Table XXXII, all belts are assumed to be 1Z inches long
to achieve long belt life. Figure 59 shows the probability of individual
belt failure as a function of operating cycles. Using the belt cycle
data on Table XXXIIin conjunction with IPigurc 59, and the belt cycle data
in Table XXV, in conjunction with the belt failure p_.obability data in
Figures 53 and 54 for the capstan and Iso-Elastic belt, which are identical
to that used for the servo systems, Figure 60 was prepared. This shows
the overall probability of failure as a function of speed range operating
time for the Iso-Elastic belt, and all other belts combined that are used
in the Hysteresis Synchronous motor driven tape transport. The pl"oba-
bilities of survival for 6 months of individual belts and for all belts combined
that are used in the various configurations is tabulated in Table XXXIII.
As was indicated by the belt and bearing results for the servo system
previously, the probabilities of survival for all speed combinatior_s having
the same low speed value were essentially equal. This results from the
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fact that the average speed is approximately the same in each such
case. It should be noted that all of the belts are rotating in both the
high and low speed operating modes. When in the high speed mode the
low speed belts are rotating at approximately 4 to 8 times the speed
at which they operate at low speed. It has been assumed in estimating
belt life that the belts will fatigue at the same rate whether they are
transmitting normal operating torque or whether they are idling at
high or low speed. Total operating cycles have been used in estimating
the probability of failure of each type belt which are presented in Table
XXXIII.
Using the data developed for the various element groups of the several
Hysteresis Synchronous driven tape transport configurations that have
been considered, the overall probability of survival as a function of
operating time and operating speed combination._ is presented in Table
XXXIV. This data, like that for the servo system in Table XXVII, shows
that, at a given time, the probability of survival values for all speed
combinations having the same low speed value are nearly equal. The
data in Table XXXIV has been plotted on Figure 55, to permit direct
comparison with the servo drive systems considered in Section 3. 8.4.
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3.8.7 Comparison of the Servo and Hysteresis Synchronous Drive Systems
The reliability time profiles shown in Figure 55 for the servo and H/S
drive systems show that for speed combinations having low speeds of . 07
the Frequency Disc Servo-system is superior for the entire 6 month
period, while the phase lock servo system out-performs the H/S for times
up to 3000 hours. Beyond 3000 hours to 4400 hours there is no distinguish-
able difference between the phase lock scrvo and the H/S drive.
At 0. 7 ips the tI/S system is slightly superior to the phase lock servo
systen_ for tinles greater than 500 hours of operation. The H/S system
is also slightly better than the Frequency Discriminator Servo System in
the time interval 1000 to 3500 hours.
For the 63/9 ips combination the H/S system is clearly superior for all
operating tinles greater than 250 hours. This occurs prin_arily because
of the rapid accun_ulation of operating cycles on the servo motor at these
speeds.
In utilizing the data in Figure 55 to make trade-off decisions, it should
be observed that while the data would appear to indicate that one drive
system is superior to another over the whole operating mission period, or
over parts of the operating mission period, the resolution of the data that
is used to make these estimates is in many cases too coarse to distinguish
between the small differences that have been observed between the II/S and
Servo Systems at 0.7 and 0.07 ips. For the 63/9 ips combination the
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differences are distinct and real and clearly indicate a superiority of
the I-t/S system for the longer mission durations. Consideration of wear-
out factors and failure rate trends, with time, would tend to favor the
Servo System for short operating missions, while the Hysteresis Synchron-
ous System appears to closely equal the Servo System as operating time
approaches 6 months.
The data developed for both the Servo and H/S systems indicates that,
for the speed combinations having a common iow speed of 0.07 ips, the
reliability of both systems is limited by the reliability of the electronics
subsystem.
The electronic elements constitute the bull< of the effective failure rate
for these combinations. For the 0.07 ips combinations the effective
failure rate of both the belts for the It/S system and the Belt and Servo
Motor for the Servo system constitute about 60% of the total failure rate.
At 63/9 ips the effect of the electronics failure rate on the total reliability
becomes insignificant as time increases.
This points up an area where the use of high reliability parts having
failure rates lower than those given in Table XIII could make a significant
improvement in the reliability that can be achieved for high speed ratio,
low average speed tape recorders intended for long periods of operation
in space environments.
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3.8.8
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Othc 1" Considerations
The factors which influence failure rates such as process controls,
screening, application control, and environmental effects discussed in
the earlier section on Data Electronics is also applicable here; although
no general rule of thumb can be given for the improvement in reliability
that results from a change in failure rate. l_'or the .07 ips applications
]_
the reliability will increase by (R)_ for a facto]" of two reductions in the
overall failure rate of the electronics. For the higher speeds the change
is less pronounced as the electronics constitute a smaller fraction of the
total failure rate.
The lubricant used in most bearings of the type used in tape transports
meets MIL-L-6085A. IKinelogic and others have successfully used
this lubricant in a numl)er of hermetically sealed spare qualified recorders
and other devices requiring low torque operations. MIL-I,-6085A lub-
ricants contain a rust inhibiting agent, which, in the presence of miosture,
may cause an oxidation of the oil, resulting in the development of a gummy
residue which may increase bearing torque loads to the point of failure.
To prevent this oxidation from occurring, it would be desirable to com-
pletely dry the recorder of all moisture by an extensive purging of inert
gas, heating or baking, or possibly, by degassing for a period of time
at a low pressure sufficient to drive off the water vapor, but not low
enough to affect the volatiles in the lubricant. From the viewpoint of
lubrication longevity, it would be highly desirable to reduce moisture
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to tile lowest possible value to minimize oxidation. Reduction of
moisture to below 10_ relative humidity, however, can produce
an undesirable effect on overall recorder perfornqance due to the
generation of static electricity (Van De Graf effects). This may
occur when the atmosphere is very dry and a charge develops on the
polyester film belts. The optimun_ solution is a tradeoff among these
two ext re 1-1%e s •
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TABLE XII
COMPARISON OF IMPORTANT FEATURES OF SERVO I)RIVEN
AND HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS ]-)RIVEN TAPE TRANSPORTS
Feature Servo Drive
..................... :t:c: ..... :.--:: i:__v- - :vz--- .......
Record/Playback
Speed Ratio
Number of Polyester
Film Belts
Hysteresis Synchronous Drive
63/.07 63/.7
30/.07 30/.7
15/.07 15/.7
63/9 63/.07
3o/.o7
15/.07
I - Iso- Elastic Belt
2_. I - Capstan Interconnect
63/.7
30/.7
15/.7
6
63/9
5
Number of Ball Bearings
Type of Motor
Z6 34 32 3O
C lut c h
Speed Control System
Number of Electronic
Parts Used
Torque Motor with Brushes
None Used
Crystal
Controllcd
Phxse
Lock
458
Tachomete r
Feedback
Frequency
Discriminato_
Sy stem
311
Z-speed Hysteresis Synchronous
Motor
1 Magnetic Duplex Type
R - C Controlled Frequency
Inve rte r
477
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FIGURE 47
RELIABILITY t_LOCK DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL SERVO DRI\rEN
MULTI-SPEED TAPE TRANSPORT
-- [Se rvo
_ qMoto r
R 1
lectronics &
Control Logic
IB all t ]Polyc ste r }___.pearings _.. tFih_ r_o]ts .... ._-
R Z R3 R4
R T
RT = RI o R 2 o R 3 oR 4
0 0 • • • •
FIGURE 48
RELIAI3ILITY ]bLOCK DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL ItYSTERESIS
SYNCttRONOUS MOTOR DI{IVEN MULTI-SPEED TAPE TRANSPORT
Hysteresis Synchronous
--lMotor and Duplex
Magnetic Clutch
I I.Ilk Speed Control .... ]Bearings ---iFilm tBelts_--._
. (5 to 7)[Electro_ics [(30 to 34 ea) _ ............... ___
RI R2 R 3 R 4
R T
RT= RI • R 2 • R3 • R4
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2_I A]5 ._._'jX I I I
ELECTRONIC PART FAILURE RATE VALUES AND APPLICATION
DERATING CRITERIA
Generic Part Class
Resistors, Fixcd Carbon
Capacitors, Ceramic
Capacitors, Tantalum
Diodes, Signal
Diodes, Zener
Transistors,
Transistors,
Relays
Signal Silicon
Power, Silicon
Transforn_ers & Inductors
Potentiomete rs
Connectors
Transistors, Photo Sensitive
Diodes, Ga. As.
Thermistors
Filter, Feedthrough
De rating
(maxinmm ope rating
condit ion s )
< 50% Po\ver
< 50% Voltage
< 50% Voltage
< 10% Power
< 40% Power
< 10% Power
< 250/0 Power
< 25% l_ated Contact Current
< 100°C
Integrated Circuits (Flip Flop & Gates)
Crystals
_ Record Head (Per Track)
Failure Rate
(%/1000 hours)
.00035
.00070
03O
001
010
010
100
100
03O
011
00Z/con + .O01/pin
050
100
O3
.005
.02
.002
.018/Track
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TABLE XIV
ELECTRONIC PARTS REQUIRED FOR SERVO DRIVE SYSTEM
_d
T_
i
,i
i'
i
i
I
..D
TABLE X V
r
Part Type
FAILURE RATE ESTIMATES FOtk ELECTRONIC PARTS ]{EQUI]{ED FOR
VARIOUS DRIVE SYSTEMS
Servo Drive System Hysteresis Synchronotls Drive
Phase Lock Frequcncy Disc
Qty. Failure Rate
14e sistor, Carbon 196
esistor, Film 19
Papacitor s, Ceramic 44
Capacitors, Tantalum 1Z
dode, Signal 51
I
I_iode, Zenel" 6
Transistors 71
'otentiolmete rs 1
_tegrated Circuits 6
%/1000 hours
•0686
.0190
•0308
1. 2000
.0510
0600
71.00
0110
stals I
ransformers I
;onnectors (pins) 50
iZO0
0020
0300
0600
EOT/BOT Sensors 4} 3000
I-
TOTAL 2. 6624
Qt____y. Failure Rate Qt___y_y. Failure Rate
%/1000 hours
127
9
15
9
43
6
45
I
6
%/1000 hours
0445
OO9O
0011
9OOO
0430
O6OO
4500
0110
.1200
165
7
32
7
125
7
63
2
0577
0070
0224
7000
1250
0700
6300
0220
5O
4)
.0600
.3000
1.9986
I .0300
50 .0600
4) .300
2.0241
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TABLE XVI
SERVO MOTOR LIFE
Characteristic Life = l0s Cycles V_Te[bullSlope Factor =1.5
Tape Speed
ips
63
3O
15
9
.7
.07
Motor Speed
rpm
1410
670
335
200
15.7
1.57
WORST CASE OPERATING CYCLES
Cycles
per hour
Worst Case Number of Operating Cycles
in 6 months of operation at indicated
speed
84, 500
40,200
Z0,100
IZ, 000
942
72 X l0s _:_ "_
I
76 X 10 8 ':_
(884 X 10 s ':_
J
528 X 108 ",_
04Z X l0 s
94.2 0042 X l0 s
Remarks
Continuous operation at
any combination
of these speeds
exceeds rated life
or will have low
probability of
survival.
0_
©
r I I I I I I I I
TABLE XV II
PROBABILITY OF SURVIVAL FOR EXPECTED NUMBER OF OPERATING CYCLES IN A
TYPICAL SIX MONTH MISSION AT VARIOUS GOMBL-%TATIONS
OF RECORD/PLAYBACK SPEEDS
Record/Playback
Speed Combination
ips
Expected Number of Operating Cycles
in Six Months of Operation
Record Mode Playback Mode Total
Probability
of
Survival
63/.07 .4ZZ x i0 e .415 x 106 .837 x l0s
63/.7 4. ZZ x i0e 4. ii x i0 e 8.33 x l0 s
63/9 59.8 x i0 e 75.3 x 10s 135. I x i0 e
30/. 07 .40Z x l0 s .413 x 10 s .815 x i0e
30/.7 4.0Z x 106 4.06 x I0e 8.08 x 10 s
15/. 07 .40Z x 10 s .41Z x 10s .814 x 10s
15/.7 4.0Z x 10s 3.97 x I0 s 7.99 x I0 e
.99925
.9770
.999Z9
.9775
.99930
.9780
<n
%0
,:_,:_Exceeds charact%ristic life of motor.
I I I I I I i I I
No. 5".8-2 _IBL_L pRO_I LT+TY
(e.o,_ - 99.9)
x 3-CYCIZ '-OGa_/T!Lv/C
"_ITH
p_+_I_LE _SE S3ALE
0.O!
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FIGURE 50
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TABI_E XVIII
DIRECT DRIVE SEkVO SYSTEM
Recorder Speed (ips)
63
30
15
9
.7
.07
Bearing Failure Rates Adjusted for Recorder Speed
Qty. of Bearings Total Fai]ure Rate of Z6
Z6
26
26
26
26
26
TABLE X IX
Bearings %/1000 hours
500
Zl0
091
051
00Z
001
PROBABILITY OF t3EARING SURVIVAL FOR SIX MONTHS OF OPJERATION
AT VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF RECORD/PLAYI3ACK SPEEDS
Direct Drive Servo System
Record/Playback Speed Combination Probability of Survival for 4400 hours.
ips
63/.07 .999932
63/.7 .999663
63/9 .994840
30/.07 .999935
30/.7 .999704
15/.07 .999938
15/.7 .999734
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No, 518-2 WE_Bb"-L PROBABT* L_TY
(o,o! - 99.?)
x 3-CYCLZ LCC,kI_TF.,CC
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IOOO
8
6
5
i,
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(0.01 - 99.9)
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WITH
?t':,
I I I i I : I
... ".
2O
%--
P
I-
63f0.07, 30f0.07 & 15f0.07 ips
are all less than O. 0!%
at 10,000 hours
6
ioo
8
6
5
]
.w
2
.8 _'i
O.OI
O. lO
.08
.O6
.0_
.0_
.03
.02
TABLE XX
Tape Speed
ips
63
3O
15
9
.7
.07
Capstan & Torque
Motor Speed rpm
1410
670
335
ZOO
15.7
1.57
DIREC T
No. of
Belts
Z
Z
Z
Z
2
Z
DRIVE SERVO SYSTEM
Belt Data
Belt Cycles Per Hour
Capstan _terconnect
6" Belt Length
ZI,200
I0,000
5,000
3,000
Z36
Z3.6
Iso-Elastic Belt
25" Belt Length
9000
4300
ZI50
1300
I00
I0
Remarks
Stress Ratios :
1.0
Median Life :
N i0_°cycles
gD
un
03
! I I I I I
TABLE XXI
Tape Speed
Opn Mode
Rec. P/B
Rec/P/B
Speed
Ratio
DIRECT DRIVE SERVO SYSTEM
Probabilities of Belt Survival for Six Month Mission
Opn Time - Hours for
Six Month Operating Mission
Record P/B
Probability of Belt Survival
Record Mode Playback Mode
Capstan Iso- Capstan Iso-
Int. B eIt Int. B eIt
Total
P rob ab ility
of Belt
Survival for 6 mos.
63 .07
63 .7
63 9
30 .07
30 .7
15 ,07
15 ,7
900/I 5 4395
90/1 50 4350
7/1 650 3750
430/1 I0 4390
43/I i00 4300
ZI5/I ZO 4380
ZI.5/l ZOO 4ZOO
.9990
.9955
.850
.999Z
.9956
.9992
.9960
988 .99983 .989
950 .9956 .953
780 .89O .790
989 .99983 .989
950 .9957 .954
990 .99983 .989
955 .9960 .955
97673
8911
4665
9780
8995
9781
9050
_u
0
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TABLE X X I I
PROt3ABILITY OF SUI[VIVAL AS A FUNCTION OF OPERATING TIME FOR
A TAPE TRANSI_ORT USING A DIRECT SERVO DRIVE HAVING
VARIOUS RECORD/PLAYBACK
SPEED RANGES
Record/Playback
Speed Con_bination
ips
63/.07
63/.7
63/9
3o/. ov
30/.7
15/.07
15/.7
Operating Time Hours
i00 500 I000 2000
9975
{.998}
989
{. 9895)
953
{.953)
9976
• 99S}
990
.991}
9977
.9981)
992
{.9925)
.987
(.990)
9738
{. 979)
9380
{. 956)
958
{.96].}
9260
{. 928)
8310
• 839)
8O0
.803)
6530
•654)
4510
.4560)
988
.99)
9738
.979)
9383
.956)
960
• 963)
9270
(. 9z9)
8340
{.8420)
989
(.99)
9738
!.979)
939O
(. 957)
962
{, 965)
9286
•930)
8360
• 845)
4OOO
869O
• 892)
7780
• 8oo)
091
• 0925)
8692
{. 892)
7820
{. 8o4)
8710
•6893)
788O
.810)
Phase Cock
Freq. Disc.
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A ScrV6 phase ]oel:(systcm
]3 servo frquency lock system
C }]ystc, res{_ sy__chronous motor
drive system
Speed ratios:
6s/o. 07, 30fo. 07 15/0.07 ips
2 63f0.7, 30.f0.7, 15[0.7 ips
3 63f9 ips
>
°r4
b
¢0
0
b.
4_
°_
.0
_0
0
b
5
l
T
. , , _ .
1, 000
]
Z, 000
Operating Time
]_'IGU}, E 55
I
4, 000
}_age 163
Z_pe
Speed
ips
63
3O
15
9
.7
.07
TABLE XXIII
MOTOR, PULLEY & CAPSTAN 131ELT I)IAGttAiXdS & SPEED ]DATA NOR
HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE
Motor Capstan
Speed Speed Diagram
rp]n":" ]-pn_ ;:"
Bearing and Pulley Speeds rpm
1 Z 3 4
(Capstan)
1ZOO0 1410 {1) (Z)(3) 6000 1410
lzooo 670 1]) (z) Z860 670
6000 335 (1) (Z)
1430 335
1500 zoo (3) 850 200
1500 15.7 (z) 317 67 15.7
15oo 1.57 (i) 247 40.7 6.7 1.57
For speed combinations use diagrams below: Example for 63/. 07 use Diagram (1);
63/.7 use I)iagram (Z); 30/.7 use. Diagram (Z)
Diagram (1) Diagram (Z) Diagram (3)
3
#
0
Will be accomplished by varying frequency of power source and using dual wound
motors.
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TABLE XX IV
C-_
ELECTRONIC PARTS REQUIRED FOR HYSTERESIS/SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM
TABLE XXV
HYSTERESIS SYNCI-tRONOUS DI{IVE SYSTEM
Bearing Failure I{ate Adjusted for Recorder Speed
Recorder Speed No. of
ips Bearings
Total Failure l<ate.
of 34 Bearings %/1000 hours
63 34 n_ax. .71
30 34 max. .56
15 34 max. .373
9 34 max. . 180
•7 34 max. .0052
•07 34 n_ax. .0040
TA]3I,E XXVI
PROBAI3I]_ITY OF BEARING SURVIVAL FOlk 6 MONT]IS OF
OPERATION AT VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF
RECOKI ]5R/PI_AY]3ACK SPEEDS
Record/Playback Speed
ips
Probability of Survival for
4400 hours
63/.o7
63/.7
63/9
30/.07
30/.7
15/.07
15/.7
99979
99943
9889
99977
99922
99975
99904
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WITE
p_p_I.q_LE CASE BCAL_
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Operating Time Hours
_ IGURE 58
TABLE XXVII
HYS'YEI[ESIS SY1NCtIRONOUS ])RIVE
ips Belt A
63 21.2 K
30 i0 K
15 5 K
9 3 K
.7 .236 K
•07 .0236 K
Belt Cycles per Hour
Belt B Belt C
45 14 45 K
45 K 45 K
22. 5 K 22. 5 K
5.65 K 5.65 K
5.65 I( 5.65 K
5.65 K 5.65 K
Assume all belts IZ " long - stress
Belt D Belt E
7500 1250
7500 1Z50
3750 6Z5
95O
950 150
ratio < 1. 0 median life = 1 x 109 cycles.
Belts Used for Different Speed Colnbinatiops
Speed Combination
ips
63/. 07
63/. 7
63/9
30/.07
301.7
15/.07
15/.7
Belts Used ;',_
A-B-C-D- E
A- B-C-D
A-B-C
A-B-C- D- E
A- B-C-D
A-B-C-D- E
A-B-C-D
;:_ Also uses the same Iso-Belt and Capstan Interconnect Belts used in Servo Drive
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TABLE XXVIII
HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM PROBABILITIES OF BELT SURVIVAL FOR 6 MONTH .MISSION
Tape Speed Operating Time Hours
Speed Ratio for 6 month
ips mi ssion
63/.07 900/i 5 /4395
63/.7 90/i 50/4350
63/9 7/1 650/3750
30/.07 430/1 10/4390
30/.7 43/1 100/4300
15/.07 ZI5/I Z0/4380
15/.7 Zl.5/l ZOO/4ZO0
Belts
A
9999+
9999
997
9999+
0099Ji
9900+/i
9999
B
993
998
993
993
993
993
993
C
993
993
993
993
993
ao 3/ /
.993
Capstan 1
& Iso-belt Total
D E
.99935 .9999+
.99935
.99935 .9999+
.99935
.99935 .9999+
.99935
.9761
8961
4665
9780
8998
9798
9050
961
884
4575
963
887
965
893
_:_Use same belt data used for Servo Drive
,o
-M
%o
TABLE XX IX
7 ¸`
PROI_ABILITY OF SURVIVAL AS A FUNCTION OF OPERATING TIME
FOR A TA[PE TRANSPOtlT WITH SYNCHRONOUS MOTOI_. DRIVE
HAVING VARIOUS I[ECOt_DIPLAYBACK SPEED RANG]'_S
Record/Playback
Speed Combinations
ips
63/. 07
63/. 7
63/9
3o/.o7
3Ol. 7
15/.o7
15/.7
100
9950
9853
9404:
995O
9853
995O
9853
5OO
.9807
.9575
.8350
.9807
.9572
.9807
.9572.
Operating Time -tIours
1000
9644
9276
7340
9644
9Z76
9644:
9276
2000 3000
9326 905
8800 83d0
5930 4700
932.6 9050
8800 8340
9326 9050
8800 8340
4400
8640
7770
349O
8640
7770
8640
7770
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